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Much has been written today concerning religious and/or 
Christian education. 1�ny que stions have been raised as to the 
purpose and e ffectivenes s  of various religious education programs . 
This paper i s  concerned only with those programs whioh identify them­
selve s as religious education programs . However, questions have been 
raised as to what approach to Chr istianity i s  being made within the 
framework of a said religious education program. What importance and 
meaning does an institution, more specifically, the organi zed church, 
give to it s religious eduoation program? The role of the religious 
education program i s  dependent primarily upon the institutional 
emphasis which i s  based on a specific the ology . The more organized 
and hierarchical institutions seem to place a much heavier emphasis 
upon religious education programs while those institutions stressing 
fundamentalism give it a le sser importance in the total scope of the 
work of the institution. From this it follows that there will be 
considerable difference s  in terms of the differing emphases.  
For organizational purposes,  I have divided thi s paper into four 
main s ections .  First, what i s  the nature of religious education'! How 
have the so-called authoritie s defined it'( Is all religious education 
Christian? 
The second concern evolves from the fir st . What specific aims or 
goals have been set up'! What are some of the basic underlying purposes 
of a religious education program? 
2 
The third section wi ll be concerned with the examination of only 
a small portion of religious education materials used by the Presbyterian 
Church, the l1ethodist Church, the Unitarian Church, and the Ligon 
Method in an effort to see how they perceive of their respective programs . 
How do these goals  and obj e ctive s compare with what i s  concluded in 
the previous di scussion? 
Lastly, an attempt will be made to examine a very small portion of 
the above-selected denominational and interdenominational materials in 
order to see how they follow through in the light of their own 
respective goals.  Although it is not within the scope of thi s paper to 
follow through and see how effective each program is in an actual life 
situation, an attempt will be made to pick out manifest and latent 
functions which might or probably will come about as  the program i s  
put into e ffect. 
THE NATURE OF RELIGIOUS EDUCATION 
Before delving into the definition or nature of religious education, 
some clarifioation must be made as to the use of the terms "religious" 
education and "Chris'cian" eduoation. Some authoriti e s  feel that the 
term "religious" education i s  more inclusive and does not nece s sarily 
imply that a program i s  Christian. "Christian" education impUe s the 
ultimate reference of experience to God as we know him in and through 
Jesus Christ . Although this distinction i s  stated very clearly by 
some authorities in this field, no consi stency was found in the writings 
from this field. As  far as  the scope of thi s paper i s  concerned, the 
two terms wi ll be used synonymously, defined like that of "Christian" 
above . However, if one or the other term i s  used in a direct quotation, 
it will be left to the di scretion of the reader to determine the 
;) 
distinction, if any, the author makes in his use of the two terms. 
The definitions of the various authoritie s seem to fit into 
three categorie s :  ( 1) functional approach; ( 2) social approach; and 
., 
( 3) doctrinal or theological approach. Let us first consider the a spects 
of a functional approach to religious education. Ernest J .  Chave , 
characteristic of thi s point of view, defines religious education as  
"a systematic, planned procedure for making religion meaningful and 
operative in individual and collective living. ,,1 Chave also indicate s  
that the nm� approach to religious education must teach people to 
think critically, constructively, and fearl e ssly in all mattors of life . 
This approach appears to be valid in so far as  it goe s.  Are we to 
assume that religion become s meaningful with a relationship to God, or 
without ? The reference to a supernatural being i s  certainly not made 
explicit in this definition and this may be considered its greatest 
weakne s s .  This approach to religion seems t o  b e  a dynamic yet a 
na.turalis·l;io one . 
Secondly, many of the definitions seem to have a social basi s as 
their main emphasis .  Samuel L .  Hamilton states  that 
1 
Religious education i s  the guided process of helping 
grcwring persons to achieve at each stage of their 
growth such habits, skills, attitudes, appreciations, 
kncwrledges, ideas, ideals ,  and intentions a s  will 
enable them at each stage to achieve an ever more 
integrated per sonality, competent and sati sfying 
living in their social environment, and incroa sing 
co-operativeness with God and man in the reconstruction 
of sooiety into a fellowship of per sons .  2 
Ernest J .  Chave, ! Functional Approach to Religious Education 
(The University of Chicago Press ,  Chicago, 1 947 ) , p .  126 . 
2D• Campbell Wyckoff, The Task of Christian Education ( The 
We stminster Press,  Philadelphia:-I"955), p .  18. 
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In oommenting on thi s  definition, Wyokoff feels  that it is  limited 
because the qualitie s of personality that Hamilton li sts are not speoifio 
enough because they lack Chri stian oontent . Soare s be lieve s t hat the 
fact that the grcNing person shall share the experiences of the religious 
group i s  one of the fundamental principles in religious education.3 In 
a review of the book The Christian Idea of Character, the reviewer state s 
that "religion i s  a relationship, and religiou s education necessarily 
moves out from and returns to that central fact . ,,4 
George A .  Coe, also in this category, define s Christian education 
as "the systematic , critioal examination and reconstruction of relaticns 
b et-ween persons, guided by Je sus' assumption that per sons are of infinite 
worth, and by the hypothe sis of the exi stence of God, the Great Valuer 
of Persons . ,,5 In addition to hi s e mphasis upon social relationships, 
Coe also places a great deal upon the i mportance of the individual and 
upon value s.  Comparable viewpoints are expressed by Henry F.  Cope and 
G 
-- B 6 eorge h. etts .  Alt�ough it i s  implicit that a reference to  God or 
the supernatural i s  made in some of the definitions in thi s approach, 
it appears, however, that the most important factor i s  that of relaticnships 
on a human level .  Even though this i s  pointed out as a weakness,  it is  
certainly not done sO to  minimize the i mportance of interrelationships 
on the level of man to man. 
3T• G .  Soares, Religious Education (The University of Chicago Pre ss, 
Chicago, 1928 ) , p. 55 .  
4phi1ip Scharper, "Review, " Commonweal, p .  317 .  
5George A .  Coe, What is  Christian Education? ,  (Charles Scribner's 
Sons, 1929), p .  296 . 
6See Appendix .  
The doctrinal or theological approach give s more emphasi s to the 
content of theology. Paul ii. Vieth state s  that the distinguishing 
criterion of religious education from education in general i s  that its 
5 
main purpose i s  the making of religious person s and the fostering of 
religious living .7 He goe s on further to explain two tendencie s.  Fir st 
i s  the tendency to be exclusive in which an attempt i s  made to set 
religious education apart from general education by relating it to the 
.rhole but not in content . The second tendency i s  to be inclusive in which 
religious education embraces the whole of education -- all of life ' s  
values. He believes that this latter viewpoint should be implicit and 
explicit.  The main reason for placing Vieth in this last category or 
approach i s  his emphasi s that education become s re ligious when it i s  
conscious o f  the pre sence, power, and love o f  God a s  the ultimate 
condition and supreme motive of human life . The main weakness of this 
definition seems to be the lack of expre ss ed concern for relationships 
on a human leve l .  
None of the se definitions seems to be adequate i n  and of itself. 
An attempt must be made to incorporate all throe aspect s  into on8 
working defini'bion. A proposed definition might be as  follows : Christian 
education i s  that systematic and plal1l1ed approach to make religion 
meaningful and operative in the creative process  of growth that involves 
one's whole life, more particularly in an awarene s s  of the presence, 
power and love of God as the ultimate condition and supreme motive of 
human life and God's revelation to man, Je sus Christ, yet taking into 
full account man's relationships with other men.  Taking into account 
7 Paul H .  Vieth, Obj ective s in Religious Education (Harper &: 
Brothers, New York, 1930), p .  5 .  
the functional approach, the social approach, and the doctrinal or 
theological approach make s this a better working definition because 
it is both exclusive and inclusive at the same ti me .  It i s  exclusive 
6 
in the sense that by its stated points it l i mits what might be considered 
Christian education while being inclusive in the sense that it covers 
the basic areas of concern of any religious education program. 
THE AIMS OF RELIGIOUS EDUCATION 
Just as the definitions seemed to fal l  into three categories, 
( 1) functional approach, (2) social approach, and ( 3 ) dootrinal or 
theological approach, it seemed best for organizational purposes to 
group the aims and o bjectives into the sa me three c ategorie s.  Chave, 
speaking from a functional point of view, states that religious education 
must find its message in the growing pre sent . 
It ( religious education) must stimulate creative 
thought, reconstructing concepts of God, redefining 
spiritual o bjectives ,  and reorganizing religiOUS 
programs. 8 
A creative order must be e stablished in which man is  the significant 
agent . He further states  that 
The roots of religion are deeper than any syste m of 
indoctrination, and the forms of it s expression are 
more vitally related to the attitude s and value s of 
life than are those commonly expre ssed in formal 
church re lationship s . 9 
Chave also gives u s  ten categorie s which he considers to be 
functional factors of religion. They are as follows : 
1 .  A Sense of Worth. Whenever anything i s  done to further 
personal- social values, the objective s of religi.on are 
8 Chave , p .  3 .  
91' "d 
�., 
p .  13 . 
being achieved. 
2. Sooial Sensitivity. This comes about when one shows proof 
of brotherliness, the e ssenoe of being a Christian, and the 
a bility to identify one self with other s.  
3 .  Appreciation of  the universe. The chief end here is the 
fruitful spiritual adju stment to reality. 
4. Discrimination in values.  Man gains insight through 
discriminatory thinking. 
5 .  Responsibility and Accountability . Man must have freedom 
in order to fulfi l l  hi s highest values .  
7 
6 .  Cooperative fellowship . "It i s  the task of religious education 
to stimu1a'Ge p eople to participate critically and creatively 
in various forms of group life, so that they do not feel 
themselves helpless victims of e stablished conditions but 
have satisfaction in helping to keep the groups to which 
they belong interesting and effective.  1110 
7 .  �ue st for truth and realization o f  value s .  
8 .  Integration o f  experience into a working philo sophy of life . 
9 .  Appreoiation of hi storical continuity . 
10 . Participation in group celebration .  
Chave also sugge sts that the family, friendships,  the Church, 
the public school, labor movements , college , Scouts and Red Cross, 
and recreation must be a part of a religious education program. A 
religious education program involves the determination of o bjectives, 
the recognition of the laws of human gro vrGh, the development of 
10 Chave, p. 28. 
effective methods and materials, the training of personnel for 
leadership, and the p lanning and revi sing of programs. In setting 
forth his approach, Chave also list s what he considers to be ten 
critical developments in the area of religious education . ll 
Chavers philosophy of religious education may be concluded by 
stating that the modern approach i s  to help growing persons to 
integrate the varied experiences of their world into a working faith 
which will expand with deepening insight s and widening know"ledge . 
Chavers aims and obj e ctive s seem to be more concerned with the method 
than with any given theological background or p er spective . Thi s is  
8 
not basically wrong, for methods are fundamental to the carrying 
out of any religious education program. Yet hew; can it be called a 
religious education program if a belief in Chri st and God i s  not basic 
to the whole program? 
Harrison S .  Elliott conceives of the functional aim of religiOUS 
education as follow s :  
Religious education be come s the medium for the 
realization of religious experience in proportion 
as the ultimate meanings and goal s  of religion are 
the organizing center of the pro ce s s  and in 
proportion as ultimate re sources beyond those 
innnediately e vident are released. The distinctive 
characteri stic of religious education i s  the fact 
that in it an attempt is  made to meet the 
conditions under which the educational proces s  
reache s the level o f  worship and the educational 
experience i s  a religious e
�
perience . 12 
lY. W. Charters also advocates a functional approach to religious 
education. For him the obj ective of religiOUS education is  the 
IlSee Appendix for a listing of these ten development s. 
12Harrison S .  Elliott, Can Religious Education be Chri stian? 
(Macmillan Company, HeN York, 1940), p. 282.  
development of life through the usa of religious sanctions, incentives, 
and concept s. 
We must ( 1 ) define Christian obj e ctive s,  ( 2) by 
deciding upon the Chrisoian ideals to be taught, 
( 3 ) by di scovering the most important life situation 
to be touched upon, (4) and by helping the child to 
work out and carry out appropriate forms of Christian 
conduct, ( 5 ) through providing him with all the 
material found in the Bible ( or elsewhere ) that 
will be useful in assisting him to arrive at wise 
decisions in specific situations and to develop a 
Christian life of increasing ri chness . 13 
The functional approach is  concerned most \vith man and hi s relationship 
to the universe , obje ctives ,  traits,  situations, conduct, and 
information. 
l\lany of the authorities n"O into the social approach to the 
basic aims and goals  of religious education. Jame s E. Dittes states 
that 
An important component of any religious education is 
the communi cation of the truths and insights which 
tradition offer s, and the se necessarily are in the 
form of particular words and images. 14 
J .  M. Artman stres ses churchman ship as the central obj e ctive in 
church practice s .  He goes  on to say that the 
• • • one and all-inclusive purpose of any 
curriculum of religious education i s  to release 
in the learner univer sally valid conduct with 
the nece ssary skills,  supporting kn"'lledge, and 
zeal or will to perform the same . The one great 
goal of religious education i s  spiritually 
motivated living, living that is both adequate 
for current demands and for future year s. 15 
13 ... W.  Charters ,  "Principles of Curriculum Making, " 
Religious Education, December 1926, 21 : 583 . 
14James E .  Dittes,  "Religious Education Beyond Religion, " 
Religious Education, January-February 1959, 54 : 25 . 
15J •  M.  Artman, "Factors Underlying the Curri culum, " Religious 
Education, December 1926, 21 : 586 . 
9 
Cope believe s that persons by their very nature are religious.  He 
10 
state s that the function of religion i s  to bring men toward God, ba sed 
upon faith in life as  growth and following the religious method of 
development . 16 
William C .  BOIver state s that 
The obje ctive in Chri stian education is  to assi st 
learner s  in bringing their experiences through to 
Christian outcome s which they themselve s choo se and 
which, through de sire and habit , are rendered 
permanent in the form of dependable traits of 
character . 17 
Bower t s chief concern is the proce ss of uncovering experiences which 
growing persons actually have at various age leve l s .  Only in thi s way 
can one even begin to make Chri stian education effective . 
Soares  expre s ses his conception of the aims of religious 
education as follows : 
1 .  Fellowship in the life of the religious group : 
sharing its practices,  its wor ship ( involving its 
functional scripture s, it s prayers , its hymoody) , 
its ideas, its hopes,  its ideals ,  it s moral 
purposes. 
2. Purpose and ability to criticize the life of the 
religious group with reference to its contributions 
to the socialization of all life . The r esult of 
this criti ci sm i s  to make the higher socialization, 
thus conceived, effective within the possibilities 
of the learner .  
3 .  Skill in the deliberative determination of conduct 
with social purpose and religiOUS motive . 
4 .  Personal experienoe of rapport with the Eternal that 
may give the highest meaning to personal life a s  
worthful in itself and in its contri bution t o  social 
ends. 18 
George A. Coe states that it i s  hi s opinion that we tend to 
define "religious" education by hopes, ideal s, possibi litie s that 
l600pe, p .  48 . 
171villiam C. Bower, "Curriculum of Religious Education, " 
Re ligiOUS Education, June 1927 ,  22 : 647 . 
18Soare s, xvii-xviii. 
we labor or make actual. 
To us the most religious thing in religious education 
is the vision that it fosters visions of a new 
collective ordering of life, of a new experience of 
"Irnmanu-El"--"God is with us"--and of a new kind of 
initiation of children into religious fellovrship. 1 9  
Religious education must have cultivated sensitiveness and firm 
habit at the center of personality. 
Effective religious education must be a cri-bique 
of the culture of our people and an analysis of the 
forces that are making our civilization what it is, 
and not something better. 20 
Religious education must guide pupils into creative experiences 
in which they are able to integrate their personalities in order 
11 
to become a unified person. The learner acquires truth only by entering 
into the process of discovering it for himself. Coe lists five 
traditions as to the aim of Christian education: ( 1 )  instruct the 
child in things that a Christian ought to know; ( 2) prepare the 
child for full membership in the church; ( 3) save the child'sroul; 
( 4) unfoldment of religious capacities; and ( 5 ) the production of 
Christian character. 21 liowever, the main emphasis of Coe is the 
aim of grovrth, the devotion to a cause. Comparable viewpoints are 
expressed by D. Campbell Wyckoff, L. A. Weigle, and George H. Betts. 2 2  
The main criticism that can b e  levied against the aims in this 
seoond approach is that the method of man living with his fellmv man 
in light of Christian prinCiples is primary to the message of the 
Christian Gospel. This does not mean to imply that method is not 
important, but often the goal is lost sight of and becomes involved 
19George A. Coe, "What is 'Religious' Education?," Religious 
Education, April 1 923, 18 : 93. 
20George A.  Coe, "Let Us Rethink the Purpose of Religious Education,!1 
Heligious Education, December 1 92 8, 23 : 97 8 .  
2lGeorge A .  Coe, Social Theory of Religious Education ( Charles 
Scribner's Sons, N ew  York, 1917). 
22See Appendix for development of their views. 
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in the means or method. This conceptual approach also has a tendency 
to become humanistic with its primary emphasis upon social relationships. 
This comes about as a result of thought and actions being concerned 
with the interests and ideals of people. Man, in a humanistic framework, 
is stressed as the most important being. 
The doctrinal or theological approach places its emphasis upon 
theological content more than the methods. Paul H.  Vieth states that 
the objectives of religious education cannot be isolated from the 
activities and experiences in which the pupils to be educated are coming 
to self-realization. 
Religious education is not a substitute for the work 
of the Divine in human life, but sets as its task 
such working with God in bringing about right 
religious adjustment that the highest spiritual 
development of the learner may take place. 23 
There are �vo types of objectives, comprehensive and specific. 
Comprehensive objectives are general statements of values to be 
achieved by religiOUS education, whereas specific objectives are the 
desired outcomes in the experience of growing persons which are 
necessary steps in realizing the more comprehensive objectives. 24 It 
might be said then that the comprehensive objectives give us the 
purpose of education. 
The following summary of main objectives proposed by Vieth 
were adopted by "Iohe International Council of Religious Education in 
1 930 . 25 
23 
Vieth, p.  16. 
24Ibid., p .  32 . 
25See Appendix for the complete list of objectives proposed by 
Vieth. 
I .  To foster in growing persons a consciousness of 
God as a reality in human experience, and a sense 
of personal relationship with him. 
II.  To lead grO\lling persons into an understanding and 
appreciation of the personality, life, and teaching 
of Jesus Christ. 
III . To foster in grmving persons a progressive and 
continuous development of Christlike character. 
IV. To develop in grmving persons the ability and 
disposition to participate in and contribute 
constructively to the building of a social order 
embodying the ideal of the fatherhood of God 
and the brotherhood of man. 
V.  To lead grmving person to build a life philosophy 
on the basis of a Christian interpretation of life 
and the universe. 
VI. To develop in grO\lling persons the ability and 
disposition to participate in the organized society 
of Christians--the church. 
VII .  To effect in grmving persons the assimilation of 
the best religious experience of the race, as 
effective guidance to present experience.26 
Elliott in discussing the objectives set up by Vieth states 
that they leave the widest latitude of theistic interpretations and 
that there does not seem to be any insistence upon a particular 
theological interpretation of the meaning of Jesus Christ.27 On the 
whole they are objectives which give direction and emphasis to the 
13 
educational process but do not present predetermined statements of its 
outcome. 
Horne believes that the main objective of Christian education 
is to obey the injunction of Jesus: "Suffer the little children to come 
26Vieth, £E. cit. 
27Elliott, p. 67. 
unto me," and that of Qt. Paul: "Bring them up in the nurture and 
aQ11lonition of the Lord. "28 His whole program is based around eight 
principle s of social reform that come from the t eachings of Jesus. 29 
Randolph Crump Miller states that 
The purpose of Christian education is to place God 
at the center and to bring the individual into the 
right relationship with God and his fellows within 
the perspective of the fundamental Christian truths 
about all of life--a Christian view of the universe, 
a Christian view of God who is lmOlm in experience 
and in the historical proces s, a knovrledge of Je sus 
Christ who is to be aocepted as Lord and Savior, 
a view of man which actually accounts for the 
experiences of d��ation and salvation, an acceptance 
of the Church as a people-church in a covenant 
relationship with God, and the experience of the 
learner in terms of the realities underlying these 
concepts.SO 
The key point for Miller is that Christian grovrth is a process of 
increased integration centered on the living God who is in our midst.31 
Theology should be used as a basic tool for b ringing learners into the 
right relationship with God in the follov{ship of the Church.32 
Miller speaks also of -I;he new task for religious education as 
follows: 
• • •  to make theology relevant, realizing that the 
goal of Christian education is Christian truth, that 
truth may be acquired only through the interpretation 
of experience, and that we become Christians only 
as we use truth to place ourselves in cOllLmitment to 
-the living God revealed to us in J esus Christ and 
through the fellol'rship of the Church.53 
Miller t S starting point is the realization that the historical Jesus 
is the Christ and that we come into communion with God through faith 
in him, who was the incarnate Son of the Father.34 
28Herman Harrell Horne, The PhilosopE,;L of Chri stian Educati."'E:. (Fleming 
H. Revell Company, New York, 1937), p. 17. 
298ee Appendix for the development of these eight principles. 
5CJRandolph Crump Miller, The Glue to Christian Education (Charles 
Scribner's Sons, N"" York, 19515T," p:-s.-
31Ibid., p. 13. 
32Ibid., p. 6. 
33Ibid., p. 17. 
34Randolph Crump Hiller, Biblical Theology and Christian Education 
(Charles Scribner's Sons, New York, 1956), p. 95-.
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The emphasis in this approach is that of God at the center. The 
concern here is not so much with the method to attain this relationship 
with God, but the fact that this man-God relationship is the goal or 
end of a religious education program. Its greatest weakness is the 
lack of emphasis given to the method for attaining such a goal or 
end. 
It seems apparent that before attempting to draw any generalizations 
it might help to see the relationship of the three approaches to each 
other. The analogy of a triangle seems to fit here. At one lower 
point would be the functional approach with it s emphasis upon man 
and his relationship to the universe, methods, traits, and objectives 
as such. The social approach with its emphasis primarily upon man-
man relationships, or a more humanistic approach, would balance the 
other l�{er point of the triangle. It seems logical to place the 
doctrinal approach with its main emphasis upon theologioal content 
at the apex of the triangle. Conceptually, it would be diagramed 
as foll�IS: 
Doctrinal ( man-God) 
Functional ( man-universe) Social (man-man) 
16 
From this it would follow that all three aspects are necessary to 
have a complete vIhole. Using this analogy as a basis, an attempt will 
be made to draw upon the three aspects and arrive at a set of 
generalizations that will be used as an "ideal type" or "model" structure 
in our analysis of the specific material used in the religious 
education programs. 
Let us first turn to the functional approach and ascertain what 
contributions it can offer for the "ideal type" structure.55 
One of the main emphases of this approach is the stress on creativeness: 
the stimulation of creative thought and the establishment of a 
creative order. Also important to this conceptual approach is the 
relationship of religion to the attitudes and values of life. It is 
necessary to help the child work out and carry out appropriate forms 
of Christian conduct. Other aspects stressed are a sense of worth of 
the individual, social sensitivity, appreciation of the universe, a 
quest for truth and realization of values, integration of experience 
into a workine; philosophy of life. Another aspect that is often 
overlooked is that of recognition of different agencies, such as Scouts 
and Red Gross, and different institutions such as the family and the 
public school in which people may di sCOver and express religion. Often 
people fail to perceive the interrelationship of the various agencies 
and institutions that make up our society. An attempt must be made to 
35 Max Vieber conceived of the "ideal type" as a scientific tool. 
An ideal type is an abstract concept of a class of phenomena arrived 
at by specifying what are thought to be the key characteristics common 
to these phenomena and exaggeratine; these characteristios to the 
extreme. Thus an ideal type indicates clearly the main characteristic 
of a class of objects, but such ideal types are too exaggerated to 
be found in real life. Thus it "exists" only in the minds and 
communications of scientists. Hmvever, it aids materially in understanding 
the "impure" phenomenon of everyday life and in achieving generalizations. 
meet the conditions under which the eduoational pro c es ses reach 
the l ev el of worship and the eduoational experience i s  a religious 
experi ence. 
One goal arising out of the sooial approaoh i s  that of 
17 
spiritually motivated living. Also empha siz ed in thi s oonceptual 
approach i s  the communi cation of truths and insights and ohurchrranship. 
Nurture of the Christian life through Christian instruction, 
r edemption of the individua l ,  and the r edemption of the society i s  
another important aspect. Christian education must help p er sons 
to d evelop lives of integrity, to develop lives that are socially aware, 
and to live in full awareness of God. Sev eral authorities in this 
group stressed the necessity of under standing the basic nature of man. 
The creative process i s  also important t o  the social approa ch. 
Each individual should have the opportunity to develop the power s ,  
resources and attitudes whi ch wi ll enab l e  him t o  sha r e  in manki nd ' s  
progr ess t oward the r eali zation of the possibilities of life. Learners 
must b e  a ssisted in b ringing their experiences through to Christian 
outcomes which they cheose. The as pect of c ooperative fellowshi p  i s  
also emphas i z ed .  Sharing praotioes, wor ship, prayer s ,  idea s ,  hopes, 
idea l s ,  and moral purposes are all aspects of fellowship in the life 
of the religiOUS group. It i s  neoessary a l s e  to d evelop ability to 
oriti c i z e  the life of the religious group with referenoe to its 
c ontributions to the sociali zation of all life. It is neoessary a l so 
to fo ster vi sions of a new collective ordering of life and of a n�, 
experi ence of God with u s .  Religious education must al so strive to 
create a Christian social order which wi ll emb ody the great values 
of basic righteousness and social democracy . 
The God-relationship a s  obje ctive is one of the important 
aspects of the doctrinal approach. Persons must be led into a 
consc iousne ss of God as a rea l ity in human experience and a sen s e  of 
per sonal r elationship with him. Guides to the discovery of God are 
through his r evelation of himself in nature, in the Bible, in Je su s  
Christ, and in human experience and achiev ement. Another empha sis 
is that of under standing and appreciating the personality, life, 
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and t ea chings of Jesus Christ and to lead into a progre s s iv e  and 
continuous d evelo pment of Christlike character . One a s pect of Christ l ike 
character is to guide growing persons into the actual experience of 
Christian l iving . 
Another obj ective of this doctrinal approach is that o f  the 
good society which is t o  aid grovring persons t o  develop the ability 
and disposition to participate in and contribute constructively to the 
building of a social order embodying the ideal of the fatherhood 
and the brotherhood of man. Basic to any r el igious education program 
is guidance offe r ed to help persons develop a life philosophy based 
on a Christian interpretation of l ife and the univ er s e. Participation 
in the organized church is al so stressed .  Eve�J effort must be made 
to d evelop Christian r espect, lov e, and attitudes tovrards members of 
other raoe s .  People must b e  made aware o f  the v iew o f  man which 
actually ac count s for the experienc e  of salvation. 
If we a s sume that these three a spect s are interrelat ed, it would 
seem to b e  a logical conclusion that there will be a t endency to find 
points that overlap. In endeavoring to s et forth this ideal hypothe sis, 
only those point s which se em to be most character istic of each a spect 
have b een listed under that a s pect. As an ideal hypothesis it might 
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be said that the aim of a Christian education program shall be : 
I .  Jiunctional Approach (man-universe, conduct, traits, methods ) 
1 .  To lead persons into the stimulation of creative 
thought in which persons are insti lled with a 
que st for truth and realization of values and the 
e s"oablishment of a creative order. 
2. To help persons perceive the relationship of religion 
to the attitudes and value s of life . 
3. To  help persons work out and carry out appropriate 
forms of Christian conduct. 
4. To guide persons into a deeper understanding and 
appreciation of the universe. 
5.  To help persons to  develop live s of  integrity. 
I I .  Social Approach (man-man ) 
1 .  To help persons t o  see the importance of social 
sensitivity and to develop lives that are socially 
aware .  
2. To guide persons into a spiritually motivated 
living. 
3. To help persons realize the neces sity of under­
standing the basic nature of man. 
4. To give to each person the opportunity to develop 
the povrers, re sources,  and attitudes which will 
enable him to share in mankind I s progres s  tovrard 
the realization of the pos sibilities of life . 
5 .  To lead persons to recognize that different 
institutions and agencie s, such as the family, 
the public school ,  Scouts, and Red Cros s  are also 
opportunities in which people may discover and 
express religion. 
6. To lead persons to realize the sense of worth of 
the individua l .  
7 .  To help persons to develop Christian respect, love, 
and attitudes tow"ards member s of other race s.  
8 .  To  guide per sons into the fellow ship of  the life 
of the religious group -- sharing practic e s, 
worship, prayers, ideas, hope s, ideals,  and moral 
purposes . 
9. To help persons to develop the ability to criti ci z e  
the life o f  t h e  religious group with refer onc e to 
its contribution to the socialization of all of life. 
10. To strive to create a Chri stian so cial order which 
will emb ody the great values of basic righteousness 
and social d emocracy and which will aid growing 
persons to develop the ability and disposition to 
parti cipate in and contribute con structively to 
the building of said social order. 
III . Doctrinal Approach (man-God ) 
1 .  To l ead person s into a consciousness of God a s  a 
r eality in human experience and a s en s e  of p er sonal 
r elationship with Him. 
2 .  T o  guide p er sons to the disc overy o f  God through 
his revelation of himself in natur e, in the Bible, 
in Jesus Christ, and in human exp erience and 
achievement . 
3. T o  lead to an under standing and appreciation of 
the per sonality, life, and t eachings of Jesus Chri st, 
and to l ead persons into a progressive and continuous 
development of Christlike chara cter . 
4. To offer guidance to persons in developing a life 
philo sophy based on a Christian interpretation of 
life and the univ er se which embodi es the ideal of 
the fatherhood of God and the brotherhood of man . 
ANALYSIS O F  GOALS: T IlE  METHODIST CHURCH, T IlE  UNITARIAN 
CHURCH, THE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, AND T HE  LIGON METHOD 
This section will deal with an analy si s of the goa l s  set up 
by the M ethodi st Church, the Unitarian Church, the Presbyterian 
Church, and the Ligon Method. The above four set s  of goals will 
b e  analyz ed in the c ontext of the "ideal" or "model " that was 
set up in the previous s ection . 
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The compreh en sive goals, or "Obj ectives of Chri stian Education" 
of the Methodi st Church are stat ed as follows : 
The supreme purpo se of Christian education i s  to 
enabl e  persons to b ecome aware of the s eeking 
love of God a s  r evealed in J esus Christ and t o  
respond i n  faith to thi s love in way s that will 
help them to graN as  children of God, live in 
ac cordance with the will of  God, and sustain a 
vital relationship to the Christian community . 
To achieve this purpose Christian education, under 
the guidance of the Holy Spirit, endeavor s :  
To assist per sons , at each stage of development, 
to realize the highe st potentialitie s of the self 
as divinely created, to commit themselves to Christ, 
and to grow tovlard maturity as Christian person s ;  
T o  help persons e stablish and maintain Christian 
relationships with their families,  their churche s, 
and with other individuals and groups, taking 
responsible role s in society, and seeing in every 
human being an object of the love of  God ; 
To aid persons in gaining a better understanding 
and awarene ss of the natural world as  God t s creation 
and accepting the responsibility for conserving its 
value s and using them in the service  of  God and 
of  mankind; 
To lead persons to an increasing under standing 
and appreciation of the Bible , whereby they may 
hear and obey the Word of  God; to help them 
appreciate and use e ffectively other elements in 
the historic Chri stian heritage ; 
To enable persons to di scover and fulfi ll responsible 
role s in the Chri stian fellowship through faithful 
participation in the local and world mis sion of the 
church.56 
Hov, do the se goals or obj e ctive s compare or differ with 
the Ideal? By the very use of the word " supreme" in the first 
sentence of the a bove-quoted material, it seems implicit that the 
approach i s  limited to one aspect whereas the Ideal that has been 
set up attempts to incorporate three different aspect s without 
giving any more stress to one than the other. However, in taking 
another look at thi s definition, we find that after stating its 
supreme purpose it sets down specific aims in which the supreme 
purpose can be carried out. ,Yithin this context, the purpose of 
36 A Manual on Goal s  and Materials for Christian TeachiE:1£. in 
Methodist Chur eh Schools, P. 5. 
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Chri s tian education does seem to incorporate the so cial and func tional 
a sp ec ts tha t  have been s et up . The emphasis upon the a ttai nment of 
man ' s  highes t po tentiali ti es s eems to be in agr eement with our emphasi s 
upon creativ i ty .  The empha sis upon main tenanc e of Chr i s tian relation­
ships with fami lies, chur ches, and o ther individua l s  and the taking of 
a r esponsib l e  role in society and seeing every human being a s  an obj ect 
of the love of God coincides with our emphasis upon the sen s e  of 
worth of the individual and the impor tance of different ins ti tu tions 
as an opportunity for di s covery and wi tnes s .  B o th sets of objectives 
express the need for a deep er under s tanding and apprecia tion of the 
universe. 
Both the objectives of the Methodi st Chur ch and the Ideal make 
a provi sion for the u s e  of the Bible; ho wev er ,  the Ideal does not 
make any statement concerning any other elements of the hi storic 
Chri s tian heritage. Whi le the obj ectives of the Methodist Church 
program stres s the d i s covering and fulfilling of responsible roles 
in Chri s tian fellcw{ship through faithful parti cipation in the local 
and world mi s sion of the church, the Ideal make s no provision for 
such a wide scope and i t  can b e  considered to b e  limi ted in thi s aspect. 
Ho wever, the emphasi s in the Ideal on the d ev elopment of a good 
soci ety and crea tiv e p er son s a c tive in it might b e  interpreted to 
include such a s cope. 
The set of obj ec tives set down by the Methodi st Church wakes 
no provision for some of the follcwfing poin ts whi ch a r e  incorporated 
in the Ideal : the r el a tion s hip of religion to the a ttitudes and 
values of life; the importance of in tegra ting one ' s  experience into 
a working philosophy of life; to develop liv e s  of integrity ; to r ealize 
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the necessity of' understanding the basic nature of man; the develop-
men� of' Christian attitudes towards members of' other races. Another 
vital aspect which is not mentioned in this specific set of objectives 
that is so important to the effectiveness of any Christian education 
program is that of helping persons to develop the ability to criticize 
the life of the religious group with reference to its contributions 
to the socialization of all of life. If it is possible to make a 
&,eeping generalization as to the comparison of the objectives set 
down by the Methodist Church and those of the Ideal, it might be said 
that basically they are in agreement. 
On the basis of reading, it might be said that the objectives of 
the religious education program of the Unitarian Church are as follewls : 
1.  The most important emphasis is to  help the individual 
to learn to control his experience in the light of' 
highest values, which are love, truth, goodness, kindness, 
justice, loyalty, courage and freedom. 
2 .  To  help the child become consciously aware of what it 
meanS to be free and the demanding responsibility 
that accompanies it. 
3. To help the child develop a standard of ethios based on 
reason and love. 
4. Pen emphasis upon human brotherhood and the intrinsio worth 
of each individual. 
5 .  To accept the Judeo-Christian Bible as part of our vital 
heritage of human experienoe,along with other sacred 
writings and the lives of great leaders of the past, all 
of which must be included in the search for anmvers, 
partial anmvers, or the disoovery that there is no anmver 
as yet to the questions that matter most. 
6.  To see that each ohild lmows self aoceptance and can grew! 
to establish a creative relationship between himself and 
his environment and to know love. 
7 .  To be an instrument whereby the influence of the home may 
be strengthened, extended, and broadened. 
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A mere glance at the a bov e obj ectives indicates a deviate 
approach from the Ideal. The Unitarian approach is what might b e  cal led 
an " experience- c enter ed" approa ch. Experience comes b efore theology. 
Both the Unitarian approach and the Ideal stress the importanc e  of 
a creative relationshi p .  They both also stress the importance of 
social awar eness and s o cial s en sitivity. Th e  empha si s upon the 
individual controlJ.ing hi s exp eriences in the light of highest values 
seems to coincide with the functional approach of the Ideal with its 
empha s i s  upon the r elationship of religion to the attitudes and values 
of life, the appropriate forms of Chri stian conduct, and the developing 
of lives of integrity. 
The Unitarian empha si s upon the dev el opment of a standard of 
ethics based on r eason and love also seems to be consistent with the 
approach of the Ideal. The Unitarian emphasi s upon the religious education 
program as an instr ument whereby the influence of the home may b e  
strengthened , extended, and broadened seems t o  agree with the Ideal ' s  
basic approach that one must recogni z e  the importance of differ ent 
institutions and agencies a s  opportunities in whic h  p eople may discover 
and express religion. Ho wev er , the soope seems to b e  mor e inc lusive 
in the Ideal than in the Unitarian approaoh. The empha si s upon human 
brotherhood and the intrinsic worth of each individual in the Unitarian 
approach i s  c ertainly in agreement with the Ideal's emphasis upon the 
sense of worth of the individual, and the dev elopment of Christian 
respect, love, and attitudes t Olmrds member s of other races. 
One of the main points of departure from the Ideal is the Unitarian 
empha si s that the JUdeo-Christian Bible i s  one part of our vital 
heritage of human experience. They consider the Bible t o  be inspired 
and v i ew it as a r ecord of limitod wi sdom di stilled from ancient struggles 
and gained from the hard evolution of human life. They do not 
perceive of the Bible as the story of hmv God acted in history and 
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the revelation of God in the form of Jesus Christ. We find no mention 
of either Jesus or God in these list of objectives. This is certainly 
a basic departure from our Ideal which considers, the relationship 
of man to God a vital p�rt of any Christian education program. It is 
stated in the first objective of the Unitarian approach that the child's 
experiences must be controlled in the light of highest values. What 
is the framework for these highest values? Is it enough to enumerate 
the highest values'? Can such a program be Christian or considered to 
be based on Christian teachings even though it is not explicitly stated 
as such? It appears that if we strive for these so-called highest 
values how will it be possible to knmv that they have been achieved? 
Unless they are thought of in terms of the Christian concept, it does 
not seem that the goal or objective reached will be religious. 
If these so-called highest values are not to be found within a framework 
in which an active relationship with God must exist, who is to define 
the meaning of these highest values? These are some of the questions 
or limitations to this approach that seem to be apparent from a study 
of the first objective. 
The Unitarian Church approach, like that of the Methodi at Church 
approach which was discussed previously, does not make any provision 
or statement for the development of critical thought concerning the 
life of the religious group with reference to its contribution to 
the socialization of all of life. The emphasis on life experiences 
in the Ideal is seen not only in relation to values but more fully 
in the development of a life philosophy based on a Christian 
interpretation of life and the universe which enibodie s the ideal of 
the Fatherhood of God and the brotherhood of man. It would seem tha.t 
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a broad generalization of the Unitarian approach would be limited 
to what is termed the functional approach in the Ideal. 
The program of the Presbyterian Church is designated by 
the title "Christian Faith and Life, a Program for Church and Home. " 
It is considered the official graded curriculum for use in the 
churches. 
The purpose of this curriculum is to guide persons 
to Jesus Christ, so that through him they may come 
to a true knowledge of God and to a living faith, 
and through the power of the Holy Spirit live as 
Christ's disciples in the fellowship of the church. 
The Christian Faith and Life curriculum is, therefore 
BIBLICAL. The Bible is the basic textbook for each 
year of the Christian Faith and Life program. The 
magazines, the pupils' activity materials, and the 
reading books are aids, with the objective that God 
may speak directly to individuals, showing his will 
for their lives, and that through them God may be 
made kncwln to others. The curriculum seeks to expand 
the understanding of the Bible and encourages its use 
honestly, fearlessly, and in faithfulness to its true 
meaning. 
THEOLOGICALLY SOUND. It is built upon the conviction 
that the Christian faith is the response of a person's 
whole being to God. A man's theology--his basic 
faith concerning God and man and the meaning of his 
life--determiaes what he does in most practical matters. 
Sound theology means sound living. The curriculmn 
seeks to furnish a foundation theologically consistent 
with the doctrinal standards of the Reformed faith, 
so that the people of the church may rightly interpret 
the word of truth. 
EVJiNGELICAL. The goal of the Christian Faith and Life 
program is complete discipleship, one life touching 
another, one person witnessing to another, in order 
that Christian truth may become artiCUlate in the life 
of the church. Tho curriculum seeks to IT�ke Christian 
teaching the concern of tho total church, and its aim 
is to bring persons to personal commitment to Jesus 
Christ as Lord and Savior. It is not primarily concerned 
with the acc1L'1lulation of information. Its basic 
purpose is true discipleship. 
MISSIONS-MINDED. True discipleship lays upon every 
Christian the necessity of sharing his own faith with 
others. Our Lord's injunction to go into all the world 
and to preach the gospel to every creature is not taken 
lightly. The ultimate aim of the church in all 
generations is to develop Christians with a deep 
and vital concern about Christ's world mission as it 
relates to their ovm community, their own country, and 
to the four corners of the earth. 
CHURCH-CENTERED. The curriculum exalts the church as the 
body of Christ and as the fellovlship in which individuals 
are nurtured and in which full discipleship is realized. 
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SCHOLARLY. This curriculum proceeds from the point of view 
that if it is to fulfill the purpose for which it was built, 
it must be cognizant of and must utilize the best l3iblical 
scholarship that the church has to offer. It concern is 
the mediation of God's special work to our time. 
RELEVANT. Disciple sltip in the twentieth century requires 
the making of crucial decisions in day-to-day life. God's 
word to the church can never be ab stract. It must be 
pointed to the situations that exist in society and in 
the church if it is to be a compelling word from God to 
man.37 
These objectives seem to give the most emphasis to what is called 
the doctrinal approach of the Ideal. The statement as to the purpose 
of the specific curriculum is in agreement with what is stated in the 
doctrinal approach. Although the stated purpose does not make any 
statement concerning the specific development of a life philosophy, 
it seems implicit in the phrase "live as Christ's disciples in the 
fellovlship of the church." In order to be a diSCiple of Christ one 
would certainly have to develop a life philosophy based on a Christian 
interpretation of life and the universe which embodies the ideal of 
the fatherhood of God and the brotherhood of man. 
The statement of purpose states that it will guide persons to 
Jesus Christ so that they may come to a true ��owledge of God and to 
a living faith. The Ideal states the same thine; in a more specific 
way, that is, to guide per sons to the di scover! of God through his 
37Christian Faith and Life Prospectus, p. 3. 
revelation o f  himself in nature, in the Bible, in Jesus Chri st, and 
in human experience and achievement . 
The Pr esbyterian approach specifically states tlmt the Bible 
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is the basic t extbook and that this program s eek s to expand the 
understanding of the Bible and encourages its use honestly, f earlessly, 
and in faithfulness to it s true meaning . �Who i s  to discern its "true 
meaning'i " The Ideal makes no more specific mention of the Bib l e  tlmn 
to say that it i s  to b e  u s ed as a guide to the di scovery of God. 
This Presbyterian approach i s  built upon the c onviction tlmt 
the Christian faith i s  the respon s e  of a p er son ' s  who l e  being to God. 
This s eems to b e  in basic agreem ent with the Ideal ' s  emphasis upon 
creativity and a l so the importanc e of developing a Chri stian philo sophy 
of lif e .  The Pre sbyt erian approach, continuing along thi s same 
thought, states that it s eeks to furni sh a foundation theologically 
consistent with the doctrinal standard s of the Reformed faith. 
Thi s  approach seems vague at thi s point b ecause it does not state by 
what specific means or by what approach wi ll be used to und ergird or 
support a foundation that is theologically consi stent . 
The evangelical empha sis of the Pr esbyterian program states 
that its basic purpose i s  true discipleship . Thi s  would c ertainly 
seem to b e  what the es s en c e  of the complete Ideal approach i s .  The 
emphasis upon the neces sity of sharing a faith with other s agrees 
with the Ideal ' s  emphasi s that each person be given the opportunity to 
develop the p o wer s ,  r0 sources, and attitudes which wi ll enab le him 
to share in mankind ' s  progre s s  toward the realization of the p o s sibi lities 
of life; the recognition that different institutions and agencies 
are opportunities in which persons may d i sc ov er and express religion; 
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the sharing in the fellowship of the life of the re ligious group ; 
and the attempt to create or strive for a Christian social order which 
will embody the great values of basic righteousness and social 
democracy and which will aid growi.ng persons to develop the ability 
and disposition to participate in and contribute constructively to the 
building of said social order. 
The Presbyterian program states explicitly that the church is 
the body of Christ and the fellowship in which indi-viduals are 
nurtured and in which full discipleship is realized. Although such 
a statement is not explicitly found in the Ideal, the Ideal does not 
seem to gi-ve any e-vidence that it would deny such a statement. This 
approach states that it must utilize the best Biblical scholarship 
that the church has to offer. No statement conc erning Biblical 
scholarship is made in the Ideal. 
This approach is a lso concerned with the mediation of God 's 
special work to our time. It seems that the Ideal also shows a concern 
for this in its emphasis upon the stimulation of creati-ve thought in 
which persons are instilled with a quest for truth and realization 
of -values and the establishment of a creativ e order. !-low else would 
it be possible to make God kaovm to man than in creati-ve i;vro-way 
relationships ?  The Presbyterian approach goes on t o  state that God ' s  
word to the church can ns-ver be abstract, and that it must be pointed 
to the situations that exist in society and in the church if it is 
to be a compelling word from God to man . Nothing is stated as to what 
these specific situations are. The Ideal does not make any statement 
as such concerning the above statement. 
The Presbyterian approach seems to be weak at the se points : 
it makes no statement conce rning a deeper understanding and appreciation 
of the universe ; the importance of under standing the basic nature 
of man ; and the dev·elopment of the ability to criti cize the life of 
the religious group with reference to its contributions to the 
socialization of all of life . This latter point i s  vital to any 
religious education program i f  it is  to be e ffective and continue to 
be so . 
The chief aim or .objective of the Ligon Method i s  the grovrth 
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and development of Christian personality. The maj or purpose is  to try 
to di scover more effective ways of  so challenging children that they 
will want to put the teachings of  Jesus  and the Bible into practice 
in their daily live s .  Three aspects of psychological development must 
be taken into consideration. First , a knmvledge of the extent and 
e fficiency of the phy sical development of  the individual i s  indispensable 
to under standing and guiding his character development . Four aspects 
of thi s developmerrl; need to b e  considered : ( 1 )  rate of physical 
gr ovrth , ( 2 ) bodily coordination, ( 3 )  strength and whole somene ss of the 
appetite s, (4 )  grovrth and e ffi ciency of the sense organs .  
The se cond aspect o f  p sychological development that mus·1; be  taken 
into consideration is  grovrth in mental abiliti es  and the special 
aptitude s.  Important as i s  the 1 .Q. in adj ustment , it i s  only one of 
the mental abilitie s which p lay a part in the individual ' s  reactions 
to school and all phase s  of life. The most important special aptitudes 
are : imagination, art aptitude , musical and mechanical ability. 
The third aspect is social and emotiOnal development . Leadership, 
frequency and e fficiency of social contact s, mmlber and nature of 
intere st s, and reaction to authority are all the re sult of training, 
although inherited abilities are influence s .  Emotional stability, 
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perseverance, fear and anger habits, initiative and aggressiveness are 
functi ons of the envirorunent. The growth and strength of character is 
in direct proportion to the wholesomeness of one's social and emotional 
development. The eight dimensions of Christian personality which are 
based on the teachings of Jesus are divided into tv;o maj or aspects, 
dimensions of experimental faith a nd dimensions of fatherly love . 
Dimensions of e xperimental faith include : 
1 .  Vision 
Happy are the poor in spirit : for their s is the kingdom 
of heaven. Matthew 5 : 3 
This dimension is characteristic of the mind which 
is always looking ahead for greater achievements than 
any in the pa st or present. This is the spirit of 
progress never to be satisfied with the present, 
however good it is. The development of this dimension 
involves the stimulation and ·braining of the 
imagination to envisage constructively the future. 
One who has this habit has a vision for duties of his 
vocation, an enthusiasm for its value, and a 
determination to make it contribute to the happiness 
of man. This spirit inspires men to see each task, 
at its complction, as a stepping stone to a bigger 
one. 
2. Dominating purpose in the service of mankind 
Happy are the pure in heart: for they shall see God. 
Matthew 5 : 8  
When one inte grates his dri-ves and abilities into 
a dominant purpose, he may be said to have purity 
of heart. This purpose must be in the service of 
others as a foundation for strong personality. 
The development of purposiveness in personality 
implies seeing clearly one's total place and 
contribution to society, as well as in one's 
occupation. This broader concept of Christian 
vocational guidance should be one of the maj or 
purposes of Christian character education. This 
trait consists of the habit of purposiveness 
leading to a dominating purpose in the service 
of mankind. 
3. Love of righteousness and truth 
l�ppy are they who hunger and thirst after righteousness : 
for they shall be filled. IJatthew 5 : 6  
4. 
This dimension is the mental habit of always 
seeking for the secrets of right and happine ss 
which make for a better world. It is a desire 
to know the great spiritual laws which govern 
the universe of human personality. The individual 
does and seeks right because he wants to, rather 
than b ecause he ought to. Jesus here shows that 
our concepts of righteousness must have qualities 
for which one can hunger and thirst. Personality 
cannot gain its full power unless all energies, 
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drive s, and capacitie s are integrated into an enthusia sm 
for a dynamic, challenging concept of righteousness. 
F'ai th in the friendliness of the universe 
Happy are the meek : for they shall inherit 
earth. Matthmv 5 : 5  
the 
Meekness is a quality of powe r .  Indomitable faith 
in the orderliness of nature in the face of great 
difficulties has been the spirit on which modern 
science has b uilt its miracles. This is meekness o 
Christian meekness involves also an equally 
indomitable faith in the friendliness of the 
universe . One high in this dimension maintains 
his faith in a Father God, regardless of suffering 
he sees or experiences. 
5 .  Sympathy 
Happy are they that mourn : for they shall be 
comforted. Matthew 5 :4 
This may be defined as being sensitive to the needs 
of others. Since man is by nature a social being, 
he cannot live alone . Therefore, social adjustment 
is a necessary essential to wholesome personality. 
Sympathy is innate .  On this foundation can be built 
the constituent habits of this trait ; social 
cooperativeness, tendency '100 make unselfish social 
contacts, tendency to like people in general, tendency 
to be considerate of others, b eing interested in what 
others are doing or thinking . This behavior is 
characteristic of parents .  
Dimensions o f  fatherly love include : 
6. Democratic sportsmanship 
Happy are the merciful : for they shall obtain mercy . 
Matthew 5 : 7  
This may be defined as the determination to give every 
man his ch�nce at happiness and success . Forgiveness 
involves regeneration. It is the genuine desire to 
contribute positively to the h appiness and povler of 
those we forgive . Returning good for evil and over-
coming evil with good are normal behavior for 
parents to'/Jard their children. Characteristio 
attitudes constituting thi s dimension include : 
democracy of contact s ,  the tendency to have faith 
in people in general ,  the active desire for the 
happine ss of all men, an incurable optimism 
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in the high possibilities of human nature, the 
tendency to see the best in others, and willingness 
to assume social Obligations .  
7. Magnanimity 
Happy are the peacemakers :  for they shall be called 
the sons of God. Matthew � : 9  
Thi s may be defined as the det ermination to re solve 
the c onflict s within and bet¥reen men. The ability 
to work with other s,  to as sume the friendline ss 
of others,  to take critici sm obj ectively, an 
objective attitude toward hate and injustice are 
characteristic attitudes of thi s trait . 
8 . Chri stian courage 
Happy are they who are persecuted for righteousne s s '  
sake : for theirs is  the kingdom of heaven. Matthew 5 :  10 
Thi s may be described as being determined to serve men 
whether they want to be served or not . Thi s spirit 
motivated Je sus to face the Cross  in the s ervice of 
humanity. Characteristi c s  include : dependabi lity 
in re sponsibility, abi lity to endure pain without 
ceasing one ' s  tasks, gaining pleasure from a sense 
of achievement whether or not accompanied by praise 
and appreciation, courage to continue one ' s  purpose 
in the face of poverty and injustice .  It i s  this 
basic attitude which makes the prinCiple of vicarious 
sacrifice a positive factor in genuLne happiness 
and a whole some , healthy personality, as it has 
always been a necessary prerequisite to human 
progre s s .38 
The Ligon Method at first glance deviate s quite a bit from 
the Ideal . One of its main departure s i s  its concern for the three 
a spects of the psychological development of a person. If , the Ideal 
take s thi s into account at all, it is  as sumed. The Ligon Method is  
basically concerned with the development of  proper attitudes .  However, 
the Ideal i s  also concerned that the individual perceive the 
38Chart entitled "The Grovrth and Development of Christian 
Personality" 
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relationship of religion to the attitudes and values of life. 
Upon examiniag the dimensions more closely, it can be found 
that there is some comparison with the Ideal. The spirit of progress 
whic h  is a product of the dimension vision can be compared to the 
stimulation of creative thought in which persons are iastilled with 
a quest for truth and realization of values and the establishment of 
a creative order . The development of purposiveness in personality 
implies seeing clearly one ' s  total place and contribution to society 
a s  well as in one ' s  occupation. This is also found in the Ideal when 
it is stated that each person be given the opportunity to develop the 
powers, resources, and attitudes which will enable him to share in 
mankind ' s  progress 'Goward the realization of the possibilities of life. 
It is also brought out in the statement of the importance of social 
sensitivity and development of lives that are S OCially aware. 
Another support for this point from the Ideal is that striving to 
create a Christian social order which will embody the great values of 
basic righteousness and social democracy and which ,vill aid growing 
persons to develop the ability and disposition to participate in and 
contribute constru ctively to the building of the said social order. 
The dimension of love and righteousness and truth is the mental 
ha bit of ahvays seeking for the secrets of right and happiness 
which make for a better world. It is a de sire to knmv the great spiritual 
laws which govern the universe of hwnan personality . The Ideal simply 
makes a statement concerning the deeper understanding and appreciation 
of the universe. The dimension of f aith in the friendliness of the 
universe does not have any comparison with the Ideal. The Ideal makes 
no statement about meekness and faith in the orderliness of nature 
in the face of great difficulties . The dimension sympathy, being 
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sensitive te the needs of others, is in basic agreement with the Ideal. 
The Ideal states that persons should be helped to see the importance 
of social sensitivity and to develop lives that are socially aware 
and also to lead persons to realize the sense of worth of the individual. 
The dimension democratic sportsmanship states that everyone 
should have the chance at happiness and suc cess. The Ideal states 
that each person should be given the opportunity to develop the povrers, 
resources, and attitudes that will enable him to share in mankind I s 
progress toward the realization of the possibilities of life. Although 
this dimension includes the concept of forgiveness , no statement 
is made about forgiveness i n  the Ideal. 
The dimension magnanimity does make provision for objective 
cri ticisrn which was overlooked in our three previous di scussions. 
The Ideal is concerned with a person developing the ability to criticize 
the life of the religious group with reference to its c ontribution 
to the socialization of all of life. The Ideal does not make any 
explicit statements concerning hate and love. The Christian courage 
dimension is not stated as such in the Ideal. 
The development of attitudes is stressed over and over again as 
the end in the Ligon Method, while the Ideal approach stresses the 
importance of a consciousness of God as a reality in human experience 
and a sense of persons. The building of attitudes is considered important 
by the Ideal, but not as primary as in the Ligon Method. God is not 
stated explicitly to be the end. It seems that attitudes are a 
stepping stone to an a ctive relationship with God, and therefore should 
not be considered as ends in themselves. But then the question remains, 
is the attitude a Christian one? Does the fact that these dimensions 
of per sonality are simply based on one aspect of Jesus ' teachings 
make the se dimensions inclusive enough to insure the asking of 
important que stions by learners ?  
If God i s  not pre sented a s  being active in history, can the 
learner grasp the full significance of the gospel today? J e sus  i s  
viewed a s  a great religious leader. Can the religious dimension of 
Je sus be considered without raising the theological que stions a s  to 
who he was and what was .his worky39 "C!¥l the se concepts be set up 
a s  goals unle s s  they first be rooted in GOd ' s  prior activity in the 
life of man? Are they legitimately "goals" or should they rather be 
regarded as fruit sy ,,40 
The Ligon Method use s the Bible more a s  a resource than a s  
revelatory. It i s  the first and major effort of the Ligon Method 
to teach the religion of Je sus and it i s  felt that Je sus '  teachings,  
as sUll1lllarized in the Sermon on the Mount , represent the will of God 
for man and his social order. The eight dimensions are organized 
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around the Beatitudes because Je sus himself did so.  The Ligon Method 
also tries to give the growing youth a picture of hov{ the Hebrew 
nations wrested the great truths from the universe - man striving 
to learn the will of God - God revealing himself only to those men who 
really hungered and thirsted after righteousne ss.  A few of  the great 
mountain peaks of the Bible are the Sermon on the Mount , the Twenty-
third Psalm, and the �velfth Chapter of Romans .  
In attempting to draw a generalization of the Ligon Method as 
a whole, it is hard to say that it is Christian or that it is not 
39Kendig Brubaker Cully, "Is Character Bducation Christian '! , "  
Christian Century, September 25, 1957, pp . 1136-37.  
40Ibid. ,  p .  113 7 .  
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Christian i n  its basic approach .  It seems apparent that if we limit 
ourselves to the development of the basic eight dimensions it will 
be hard for the learner to perceive of God as active in history or 
as a p<Wlerful force in each life. Can it be said that the formulation 
of attitudes is enough? Does the learner perceive of the full 
significanoe of the Christian gospel simply through the adaptation or 
taking on of the basic dimensions of personality '! It might b e  said 
that the Ligon Method contains some of the basic approaches found in 
the Ideal but does not seem to take that extra step of putting it 
into a framework in which it is necessary to enter into a cons oious 
awarene ss of God. 
ANALYSIS OF SPECIFIC MATERIAL : TIlE LIGON 
METHOD, THE METHODIST CHDliCH, THE PRESBYTERIAN 
CHURCH, AND TIlE UNITARIAN CHURCH 
This section is ooncerned with a brief analysis of a small 
portion of the material used in the above Christian education programs . 
An attempt will be made to analyze them in the light of their <Will 
goals . 
The biggest asset of the Ligon Method is its emphasis upon 
research. B efore looking at the specific curriculum itself, it might 
be helpful to list the concepts undergirding its research philosophy : 
1 .  The Infinity Prinoiple. If God is infinite, researoh in 
any area of truth can never be exhausted. Regardless of the 
depth or usefulness of our insights, the future holds 
increasingly superior ones . 1\n educational procedure or a 
re sear ch finding is not a final an swer, but rather an 
hypothesis to be tested and further developed. 
2 .  The Christian Hypothesis. Research has been based on the 
Christian philosophy of life. The Ligon Method has sought 
to discover a set of dimensions of personality by which 
one's adherence to the Christian philosophy of life can 
be described and measured. 
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3 .  Positive Potential. In religious and character education, 
it is more fruiGful to deal with man ' s  positive and creative 
feelings and activities than it is to concentrate on his 
negative and destructive feelings and activities. This 
approach seeks to discover the good of which each person 
is capable, and then to seek ways of helping him achieve it. 
4 .  Dynamic Concept of Personality . Since the normal person 
usually behaves as a total unit, personality is best 
understood by seeking patterns of dynamic interrelationship 
among the elements of personality, rather than by studying 
these elements as individual entities. 
5 .  The Co-S cientist Concept. Parents , teachers and young people 
can learn many of the basic attitudes and skills of the 
scientist, thus making important contributions to research 
in religious and chara cter education. 
6 .  The Home a s  the Central Institution i n  Character Education. 
Effective character education takes place only in homes 
where there is effective parent parti cipation in the 
educational process. 
7. The Learner, not the Teacher, Has the Chief Role in 
Character Education. Therefore, the major role of parents 
and teachers in the learning prooe s s  is the crea·cion of 
a favorable climate for learning. 
8 .  Adaptation Procedure. Effective charaoter education takes 
place only VIhen curricular materials are adapted to the 
individual per sonality of the child. 
9. Experimental De sign in the Curri culum. A curricululll can 
be evaluated only by di scovering what and how much the 
children learn when they are exposed to it . 
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10 . Experimental De sign in Real Life Situations. The scientific 
method i s  a powerful form of prayer -- a search for the will 
of God. 
Units of study are based around each specific dimension. For 
purposes  of this paper, di scussion will be limited to the Growth in 
Magnanimit-y Unit . Thi s trait may be defined as the determination to 
make the conflicts among men creative instead of de structive .  Among 
its most COllJ1llon exemp lifications are : the ability to work with those 
who are difficult to work with, the ability to take criticism 
Obje ctively, an obj ective attitude toward hate and injustice . The 
attempt to Il'.a.ke conflict creative is much harder than trying to avoid it . 
Man doe s have the native potential for such character. A per son 
may win wars with anger and hate, but in the end 10S0 tho peace striven 
for . Thi s means,  then, that the peaoemaker must achieve a stature 
in his own personality which rr.akes it po ssible fo,r him to influence 
others for peace . If a man grows in terms of this dimension, probably 
his greatest increase in potential will be in becoming master of 
his emotions . 
It must be remembered that a great deal of the child ' s  grewnh 
rests  in hi s ability to overcome di scouragement and failure , and to 
keep trying no matter how difficult the task. Frustration i s  a weakne s s  
that must b e  replaced with a challenge in order t o  increo.se human 
potential. A child can learn to be characteristically courageous, 
magnanimous, and unselfi sh just as readily a s  he can leo.rn to shew. fear, 
anger and greed .  
At the Nursery level the child can learn to a ctu£\lly try to 
help make the family mealtime happier . These le ssons have a far-distant 
goaL Learning to live with people is one of the most serious 
undertakings. The attainment of self-expression which does not violate 
the rights of others is most difficult to achieve. The attainment of 
cr eative working relationships with others is humanity's greatest 
dream. The general attitude is learning that there are ways of 
meeting his wants and needs which are not only satisfying to himself 
but to others. 
The teacher f s major purpose is to plan with each parent the kind 
of preparation that will make his child happy to come to church schooL 
The adaptation procedure should be used by the t eacher. It must be 
remembered that it is not c ertain kinds of behavior, but the formation 
of an attitude that we are se eldng .  Along with each lesson is a home 
guide. This is certainly important if they are to carry out that 
concept of their research philosophy which states that the home is the 
central institution in characte r  e ducation. 
Factor A, the e.chieving of creative membership in the family 
team, may become effective through one or all of the following attitude 
emphases : wanting to help to make family mealtime happier; wanting 
to participate cooperativ ely in family routine s such a s  rest-time 
and bedtime ; and desiring to work with his family to take care of his 
own and family possessions. Factor B ,  utiliz ing the power of emotional 
energy through magnanimity rather than anger, becomes meaningful 
when the pupil learns that he can learn more effective ways of meeting 
his kinds of frustrations than with anger. 
No attitude emphasi s i s  given for Factor C ,  achieving creative 
participation in the educative process  on the Nursery level .  This 
does  not seem to b e  o onsistent with the e stabli shment of attitudes 
for what better time i s  there than to start with nursery children to 
stimulate creative thought. 
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Factor D, achieving creative member ship in society, i s  empha sized 
by developing socially workable ways of reacting to situations in 
which the needs and wi she s of others conflict with his ovm wants 
and needs. 
What might be some of the manifest and latent re sult s if these 
les sons are carried out? The fact that the goal of this whole program 
i s  the development of a Chri stian personality should not b e  overlooked.  
Manifestly, if creative situations are permitted for the nursery 
child, it seems to fol low that he will be ab le to grasp, in a limited 
scope, the fact that there are ways of meeting his want s and needs 
which are not only satisfying to himself but to other s .  In one of 
the le ssons it i s  stated that if a nursery child says grace at the 
table it can be used to help the child form simple but sound ideas of 
God as well as contribute to family harmony . If no mention i s  made of 
God except in relation to saying grace, might it appear latently that 
the child will begin to que stion who God i s 'l In what way could it 
be j ustified that the use of grace i s  wise when God i s  not mentioned 
in the lessons? If the saying of grace is used, doe s it aid in the 
child ' s  lmderstanding of the attitude that i s  being developed? It i s  
certainly obvious that the parent s '  attitude toward the church and its 
program has a definite influence on the child. 
The general attitude stre s se d  at the Kindergarten level i s  
recognizing that being a part of a social group means that each of its 
members must cooperate in carrying out its purposes even when this 
necessitates doing things he does not want to do. ,ianting to bccome 
an important member of the fal1lily team by learning hOI" to take care 
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of himself is emphasized in the attempt to a ch ieve a c reative membership 
in the family team. Uti lizing the power of emotional energy through 
magnanimity rather than anger is carried out by learning that there are 
better ways to act than getting angry. 
Achieving creative partioipation in the educative process comes 
about through an emphasis upon learning that he goes to school to grov{ 
and that there are things he himself must do if he is to grov{ there . 
Learning the things he must do if he is to make people happy in social 
situations helps him to a chieve creative membership in so ciety. One 
of the basic goals here is to make the child feel secure and happy 
in his church school experiences. The emphasis upon the importance 
of the home in Christian education seems to be apparent in these 
lessons. It is suggested that parents talk about God 1 s  good plan for 
fami lies and how God intends that people in familie s love and help each 
other. Slight mention is made of this in the churoh school lesson. 
Manifestly, this approaoh is good. However, if a fami ly does not 
have a meaningful relationship with God, how can such a plan be oarried 
out and be in any way significant for the child? The child will 
undoubtedly sense the lack or inadequacy on the part of the parents. 
Not only the attitude of the parents, but the whole atmosphere i n  
which such a' discussion takes place i s  important. Are the parents 
in a hurry? Can they express themselves adequately so that the 
child understands? 
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How is it proposed that this dimension of lPB.gnanimity be oarried 
out at the Primary level? The general attHude for the unit is a sense 
of obligation to the social groups of whioh he is a part and an 
enthusiasm for ma.king his oontribution, oooperating willingly with those 
sooial restriotions involved i n  group membership. Aohieving creative 
membership i n  the family team is attempted thro ugh a desire to assume 
home responsibilities for the family team, and the realization that 
a good family team requires sacrifioe on the part of all its members. 
Utilizing the power of emotional energy through magnanimity rather than 
anger is endeavored through learning reactions that are better than 
anger when people tease or annoy. Learning to look upon criticism 
as help in doing things rather than as punishment is emphasized as 
an attempt to create participation in the educative process . Achieving 
creative membership in society is endeavored through acceptance of the 
social restrictions and demands involved i n  group routine. In using 
the power of emotional energy to learn reactions that are better 
than anger, on what basis oan this be justified? Does merely learning 
a substitute for anger al leviate the need to express anger at times? 
The above is sufficient to give an idea as to the approach used 
by the Ligon Method. It will be noted that for each age level a 
new general attitude is set forth and subsequent emphases which will 
be used as 'an attempt to bring out the general attitude . In an 
overall look, the stress is on the positive. If a child should come 
upon a negative situation, will he knOVf hov, to apply this positive 
attitude to it? If a child does not become aware of situations 
such as these, it follows that he will be unable to cope with them 
ade qua te ly • 
If we ask whether the lesson material furthers the objective, 
it would have to be answered yes. The very nature of this whole 
program as stated previously is one of research based upon the 
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infinity principle. If this is so, it will be found that this c urriculum 
is constantly being revised in a more successful attempt to challenge 
the learner to accept the basic dimensions of character as their own. 
It is possible to say that one has developed a Christian personality 
if he goes through the complete cycle of the curriculum, but can one 
go f urther and call this discipleship? 
Although this program is based upon the teachings of Jesus, 
no explicit reference is made to the foll�ving of a Christlike life. 
It might be said that such an inference is implicit in the attitudes 
that will be developed and accepted as one's CNm • .Another important 
stress that this program makes is its very adaptation to the individual 
and not to the group. Only by relating the curriculura to each 
individual can it become effective and meaningful to that individual. 
By the very fact of such a struotured program, might it not have a 
tendency to become dogmatic, and therefore lose part of its meaningful 
and importance? 
Not only does the Ligon Method stress the basic attitudes that it 
wishes to accomplish, but it sets forth what it considers to be 
the minimum essentials for effective character education. They are 
as follows: ( 1 )  In teaching children, the laws of learning must be 
obeyed if they are to learn; ( 2 ) It must have very definite aims to 
be achieved; ( 3 )  It is neoessary to know when to teach what; ( 4 )  One 
must apply the principle of individual differences; ( 5 )  It is necessarJ 
to realize that human nature cannot be changed, only the capacity of 
human nature; ( 6 )  It is a seven-day week undertaking; ( 8 ) and the 
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neoessit� for setting up reliable and valid measuring devices to 
evaluate the methods and material s ,  
One reason for the negative approach to such a program as  this 
sets forth i s  that many people like final systems and resi st change , 
This i s  a program which i s  being lived by people today and being revi sed 
by them tomorrow. In summing up, it seems appropriate to turn to 
Ligon ' s  own statement concerning religiOUS education : 
Religious education become s character education only 
when it brings about actual change s in behavior .41 
It ne ed not be explained any further than to say that the Ligon 
Method i s  definitely a scientific approach to Christian education or 
the bui lding of Christian character. Another cri tici sm, whether 
valid or not, i s  the use that thi s Method make s of the Bible . The Bible 
doe s not appear on the surface . The Ligon Method b egins with life-
situations and use s the Bible in limited degree as illustrations of 
such situations .  Although it i s  recogniz ed that some of the teaching 
of the Bible can lead to traumatic experience s in children, it must 
also be recognized that the scope of the histori cal significance of 
the Bible cannot be realized just by the use of spot illustrations.  
Ligon advocates  learning in smaller amount s and learning h�{ to  use 
it to apply to life experiences.  H�,ever, the mere fact of  putting 
lots of Bible references or i llustrations in the curriculum will not 
help overcome the Biblical illiteracy that exists today . The Ligon 
Method feels that they are coming closer to the answer each time the 
curriculum i s  revised as  to what has been effective in the past with 
re spect to the various age levels. 
41. t " --Erne S 1110 
New York, 194 8 ) ,  
Ligon, A Greater Generation ( The Macmillan Company, 
p .  83 . 
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Let u s  nCN! turn to some of the Methodist curri culuJn material s .  
In looking at material geared at the Nursery age leve l ,  it i s  easy t o  
find direct references to God i n  the little storie s .  Picture s that 
appear in the books are of life- situation s .  In the back o f  the book 
the purpose of each story i s  given along with suggested ways that it 
might be carried out . Stre s s  i s  given to sharing, and simple prayer s  
are offered spontaneously, such a s  "Thank you God, for the bird song 
we heard . "  The stories are aimed at establi shing greater security, 
and a s scmnng re sponsib i lities such as putting away toy s, washing his 
hands, etc .  It i s  also important with this age group that a happy 
relationship b e  e stab l i shed b etween the home and the c hurch school. 
An attempt is a l so made to call the attention of the chi ldren to the 
beautie s of the world about them and by doing so lead to a deep ening 
appre ciation of both natural beauty and happy fami ly re lationship s .  
It i s  so important for the teachers of thi s  age level to guide the 
children into creative experiences and to learn from the children. 
The whole purpose of working with thi s age level is lost if 
their opinions and expressions are thvrarted by a dogmatic teacher. 
At this age a child cannot e stab lish a sense of trust and security 
in God except a s  this trust and security are realized through physical 
and spiritual contact s with paren t s .  
The specific goals for the Nursery age level are a s  fol lCNrs : 
Beginning s of ability to recognize the word of God, and dawning 
wonder that may reach out tCNl8.rd him at any time ; Re cognition of 
the word J e sus and a fev, ideas about him ; ReCOGnition of the Bible 
a s  a special book; Consciousness of alway s having been "in" the church 
and a sense of security there ; B eginninfC s of the j oys of fellowship 
with others, 
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Some of the experience s through which the se goals are to be 
interpreted are church contact s through vi sitor s in the home ; parent s '  
attendance at church; pIa:!'; sentence length prayer s ;  few carefully 
selected New Testament stories and songs ;  plays, storie s,  conversation 
to interpret conduct patterns and lead to fe llowship ; j oyous 
parti cipation in group activity at church ; looking at and talking 
about the Bible . The mention of God who has planned for the comfort 
and happine ss of hi s children should be expre ssed natura lly . Contacts 
w ith nature xray arouse wonder that fosters a reaching out toward 
God on the part of the child and a sentence prayer or song of thanks 
may make thi s experience truly vital to the life of that child. 
Unob servant teachers may fai l  tremendously if they fail to recognize 
the latent functions of opportunitie s  such as this .  Awarene ss cannot 
be taught simply by words.  
The storie s of  Jesus for this age are limited to those of  Jesus 
who liked little children, of Je sus who talked about the flovrers, of 
Jesus and the birds, etc. No theological interpretations should be 
used here ; not only would the child be unable to understand them but 
also it might lead to misconceptions about the Bible itself. Often well­
meaning adults who lack the understanding of the sensitivitie s of 
young children may arouse fear, di strust , di slike of the church and 
all persons connected with it. Therefore , it is important that those 
in direct contact with young children be manife stly concerned with 
establi shing a sense of security and j oyous participation in group 
activity at the church in order that it may b ecome a foundation for 
further church loyalty and love . In rereading the specific goals 
that the Methodist Church Christian edu cation program has set up, 
it seems that the beginning is found in the material used at the 
Nursery age level .  
The goals for the Kindergarten level are stated a s  follows : 
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Ideas of God, who love s and car e s  through people ; reali zation that one 
can talk to God any time, any where ; Ideas of J e su s ,  a s  the special 
per son who really lived, was friendly to chi ldren, helped people l 
Dis covery of the Bible as the special book which tells about God and 
Je sus ;  Joy and sati sfaction in the church, a place where people work, 
worship, play ;  Habit s of Christian living ; awaren e s s  of right and 
wrong ; Beginnings of an appreciation of contributions of othe r s ;  a 
desire to help . 
What experience s best interpret the above goa l s  for thi s age 
level? Some such experiences are a s s o ciating God with wonders of 
nature and friendliness of person s ;  talking to God; attending church 
worship and fellm'Tship activities occa siona lly ; having contact with 
community worke r s, persons of other race s and other age group s ;  
facing di sappointment , unhappine s s ,  and pain ; use o f  carefully 
selected incident s and verses from the Bible ; and the u s e  of toys, 
storie s ,  and picture s .  
The child o f  the Kindergarten level take s o n  a new meaning 
of God. A mood of wonder and reverence should develop from the teacher ' s  
attitude at thi s time so ths.t worship is a vital thread running through 
all the s e s sion. Thi s age level begins to think of Jesus as someone 
who wa s kind and loving and who taught what God i s  like . They begin 
to appreciate the Bible as a book that helps them know how to act . 
The Bible should not be placed on a table but held in the tea cher's 
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hand s .  It is felt that i n  thi s way the children wi ll s en s e  the importance 
of the B ible . Even though care is used in sel e cting the storie s that 
are used at this age level, care must be used by the teacher in not 
presenting a dogmatic or personal view of the passage. 
It is at this age also that a sense of really belonging to the 
group and to the church i s  important . The results of such a belonging, 
be they positive or negative, may have far-reaching negative latent 
effects on that specific child ' s  relationship to the church. A 
growing relationship to God and a growing appre ciation of Je sus are 
also stressed at thi s age leve l .  However , it cannot be overempha sized 
a s  to the importanc e of perceptive teachers b e cause children are so 
spontaneous and natural in their respon s e s  that many times the depth 
of their respon s e s  are mi ssed. The mere fact of repeating Bible 
ver ses doe s not help a child to love his brothe r s .  They must engage 
in experiences of friendline s s, kindness, and love . 
The goals for Christian learning for Primary children are a 
growing response to God a s  creator, who works through natural law s ;  
learning that God i s  the father o f  a l l  people ; appre ciation o f  J e sus 
a s  friend and he Iper who taught what God i s  like ; a growing under­
standing of the Bible as the book containing storie s of J e sus and of 
other people who felt God ' s  nearne s s ;  a guide for living today ; 
a sense of being a part of the church fellow ship ; and a concern for 
the welfare of other s  at home and around the world. Some of the 
experience s  that might be used to further the se goals are the use 
of the Bible ; contacts with increa sing numbers of workers and their 
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work; use of new reading ability ; participation in church fellowship ;  
participation in planned and informal moments of  worship ; meeting 
change, difficultie s, and suffering, learning of and meeting needs of 
people around the world. 
T he fact that the child ' s  idea of ood continue s to groVl through 
companionship with parent s, t eachers, and other adults who rejoice 
in the fell<Wlship with God should not be overlooked. Much of a child ' s  
idea of God acquires from a ssociation with people who love God or 
who forget him or who misinterpret him. Adults must give children a 
grovdng picture of Jesus if the children are to have the right concept 
of God. 
It i s  evident from the curriculum that the ·beacher is supposed 
to use music, Bible v erses, poems, simple prayers, and other material s  
t o  help life experiences of wonder become moments o f  worship . The 
material i s  aimed at furthering the child ' s  appreciation of Jesus 
and strengthening his desire to be a friend of Jesus today. Primary 
children may repeat or sing brief devotional pas sage s in their 
�vn expression of wonder and j oy .  But, do they understand the meaning 
and significance of what they are repeating' If not, i s  it so important 
that they do? It might be argued that the mere j oy of expre ssing 
himself i s  more important than if the child kncrvlS the significance 
of what he i s  saying, 
The church begins to mean much more to the Primary child and he 
gains new appreciation for the mini ster and other workers of the church . 
l\'iany of the activities suggested for thi s age group help children 
grow in their under standing and appreciation of workers who contribute 
to their comfort, health, and happine ss.  It i s  through such experiences 
that the primary child may grow in hi s realization that people can 
5 1  
b e  fellO'�r workmen vIi t h  God 0 
The desired goals for the Junior age level are under standing of 
God a s  father, creator, and dependab le p ower of the univer se ; 
appre ciation of the kind of person Je sus was, leading to commitment 
to J e su s  Christ a s  Lord and Savior ; Skil l  in using the Bible in 
study, worship, and everyday living, increasing appre ciation of the 
church, it s hi story, organization, and functi on ; ability to make 
decisions in accordance with the life and teachings of Je su s ;  and 
sensing the meaning of the fatherhood of God and the brotherhood of 
man .  Parti cipation in the fellowship of the church, using new ski l l s  
and interest in Christian ways, sharing with others i n  the world-wide 
Christian fellO'{r ship, increa sed participation in the life of the 
conununity, experimenting with s cientific di scoverie s, solving conflicts 
in Christian way s ,  exploration of vocations are only a fev, of the experiences 
that wi l l  enab le the goals to become a reality. 
It is important to realize and recognize that the feeling of 
a need for under standing love come s to juniors from God through 
people and other agencies and their �rn evaluations of examp l e s  and 
teachings of Jesus about God. Many teachers are unaware that the 
material they are tea ching is le s s  important to the learner than the 
example the teacher live s .  Juniors are ready to accept Je su s  Christ 
a s  Lord and Savior . Hovrever, this cOlllillitment must not be limited to 
just one experienc e ;  othe rwi se" growth in Christian living will be 
halt e d .  
·Juniors are at the age now where they can enjoy reading the Bibl e ,  
b ut in order for i t  t o  be come meaningful t o  them thG",f mu st translate 
the verses in ten11S of a ction for today . Church member ship often 
take s place at thi s age . It i s  at thi s age that Juniors should be 
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made avrare of the tensions in hl,,1D1an relationships grm'fing out of 
differences of faith and cultures.  Children of the se ages wil l  begin 
to be well-informed about people of other land s .  It i s  in thi s area 
of Chri stian education children should begin to di scover in fact and 
in action that children of one ]i'ather Cod will love their neighbors 
everywhere . The sad fact i s  that it seems to b e  in this area that 
many of our churche s are failing to support Christian attitudes tov,ard 
members of other race s.  This leave s the young people without a proper 
frame of reference in v,hich to form the right attitudes .  
The Intermediate group goals are as  follO'l{s : Understanding of 
and sense of fellowship with God the Father ; Grov[ing understanding of 
and commitment to Jesus  Christ ; Increased knowledge of  the Bible ; 
Understanding of the story of  the church and b ecoming active in church 
member ship ; Achievement of Christian attitudes and relations at home , 
in the comm1L'1ity, and in b oy-girl relations ;  Under standing of the 
missionary enterpri se ; and Understanding o f  Christian beliefs. Experience s 
which are geared toward achieving the d e sired goals are worship in 
home and church; study of the B ib le ,  church history, and biography ; 
participation in the intermediate fellowship ; participation in the total 
life of the church through attendance, fellowship, and giving ; co-operative 
Chri stian community relationships ;  leadership training in group s and 
through spe cific tasks;  relations in the family and vii th other boys 
and girls ;  and activities influencing the choice of Chri stian vocations .  
It i s  during this age that many adults fai l  to  recognize the rate 
of development . The intermediate nceds an even more vivid conscious­
n6 SS  of the nature of God a s  father and of Jesus Christ as God ' s  Son 
and our Savior . Many oonflic'bs arise in t;he minds of the intermediate s 
when they compare their human fathers to the fatherhood of God . 
Att empt s are also made to reveal the ways that Je sus rs-.rsals the 
nature of God. 
During this age the intermediate begins to recognize 
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the demands of the gospel upon one ' s  life . Although each experience 
will be personal and definitely indivi dual, commit;ment to Je sus Christ 
also in-.rol-.re s participation with others in expre ssien of genuine 
Christian de-.rotion. This i s  the age at which the learner needs counsel 
and help in priYate prayer and relig iOUS thinking . 
The Bible be come s hi s companion and in some case s it will become 
more real to the interme diate b ecause he will tend to identify 
himself with some of the Biblical character s .  Thi s i s  also the age 
for thinking about belie f s .  He i s  able t o  under stand profound ideas 
about God . Because many teachers are not pre senting a challenge to 
the pupils many bec ome restle ss and drop oub of the Chri stian education 
program when this i s  really one of their most cruoial age s .  The 
teacher should lead the pupil into creati-.r6 experiences in which he 
di sco-.rers for himself that his religion can b e  challenging . The 
above giv e s  u s  some idea of the scope of the program of the Methodist 
Church . 
The main purpose of the Pre sbyterian Church School i s  to guide 
per sons to Jesus Christ so that they may come to a true lmawledge of 
God and to a living faith. This basic approach start s in the Nursery 
cla s s  material . The nur sery class child b ecome s aware of tlGod t s  plan" 
for gr�'ing things and for family livin g .  To him the Bible is a special 
book that tells about God and Jesus. There is some reference to the 
storie s of Jesus and the children, the Nativity, and the fact that 
J e su s  told about God ' s  lov e .  The nursery child begins t o  under stand 
prayer. I s  thi s neces sarily true? There i s  much Biblical empha si s 
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and spiritual insight tlu-oughout the nursery program. However, unle s s  
care i s  taken i n  the choice of Biblical passages, they may be unre lated 
to the experience s of the child, or further yet, lead to misunder standi ng . 
It i s  during thi s time that the nursery child b ecome s acquainted with 
J e sus the baby and Je su s  the man . In a beak about the heme and 
Grandmother ' s  visit , the child learns that God plans for people to live 
in familie s and communitie s where they love and help one another . 
The children of Kindergarten age begin to learn to a ssociate 
God with goodness and care b ut understand that both grownups and 
children can work with God in many way s .  Next t o  his home , the church 
family i s  the most important fellOl', ship in the life of the child. 
Bible verse s and storie s  suppo sedly become meaningful a s  they are 
a s sociated with experienc e s  in t he home and chur ch. One of the books 
in this unit stre s se s  the importance of the child and hi s relationship 
to the church. He must feel that he really belong s .  
Another empha sis i s  that of guiding the children to know Jesus 
as a strong and loving friend and thus come to love him. Another 
empha sis i s  to help the chi ldren b ecome j oyously aware of an orderly 
univorse that i s  based on God ' s  love . Can they at thi s age under stand 
the si gnificance of this statement ? Are they aware of what an 
lI orderlyll unive r se i s "  This emphasis i s  al so "\:; 0  help them see them­
selv e s  as parti cipating memb e r s  of a community of per sons who must 
depend on one another for regularity in their ways of living ; and to 
understand that all can depend upon God. They are also taught to see 
the world &'nd good thing s in it a s  a part of God ' s  plan. 
'£he Primary child will feel that he belongs to the church. Whether 
a child will come into the true st relation with the church i s  not known, 
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but at least all ob sta cles should be omitte d .  One empha sis is to 
help the children see that the preaching , teaching, prayer, prai se , 
and giving in the church leads u s  to an awareness of God t s love for us 
and our love for one another . A second empha si s is t o  lead the 
children into a deeper ill derstanding of the real meaning of Chri st . 
Still another emphas i s  i s  that of he lping the children through the 
story of the wor shipping people of God in the Old T e stament to be come 
aware of what it means to be one of the people of God and to participate 
in worship of him. 
Care must be taken in the selection of texts from the Old Te stament 
in order that a child will not be shocked by what he read s .  Ideas 
might lead to a mi sunderstanding that will take years to overcome, 
if at all . Other emphase s include to help the children understand more 
c learly the events that led to the crucifixion so that they might 
realize why men sough!:; to kill the son of God, t o  help children under­
stand something of the beginning of the Christian church and to 
realize that we are part of the church today, and to help children see 
what a difference it make s to be a Christian. 
The Junior Department is the time when the child is confronted for 
the fir st time with a somewhat comprehensive view of Jesus Chri st, 
the Bible , and the church. At thi s age the child i s  quite adventurous 
and has a pioneering sense of justice and fair play. The purpose 
of the unit study is to help the junior become ac quainted with the faith 
and fellOlvship of the Christian church and to find his place in the 
life of hi s own church. The ch.i.ld begins t o  understand the nature 
and mis sion of the church. 
One of the most important empha se s of this unit is to help the 
junior to see that the church i s  at work today, a s  follOlvers of Jesus 
Christ re spond to hi s call to spread the "good new s ; " to help the 
junior think about what it means for him to b e  a part of thi s church, 
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and to k�ryN that J e sus Christ calls him to be come a faithful member. 
These few paragr§,phs show us hOl'[ the Pre sbyterian material is organized. 
Much stre s s  is placed on the memoF.f of Bible ver s e s .  Whether this 
i s  good or bad in and of i t self i s  certainly que stionab l c .  Can a child 
memorize a verse each week, under stand it, and see it s relation to 
his DIm life situation'! It i s  certainly doubtful . Usually Bible 
verse s are not remembered without much repetition . In a case such 
a s  thi s ,  the child would be come acquainted with different parts 
of the B ible , most likely unrelated, yet he would have no deep 
under standing of the Bible or i t s  real mes sage . 
The Unitarian doctrine advocate s  the single per sonality of 
God instead of the more popular idea of the Trinity . The Unitarian 
Church demands personal religious freedom and rej e ct s  all creed s .  
The Unitarian s feel that the church supp lies a need which not even 
the b e st of home s or schools can fi l l .  Religion i s  a way o f  life . 
Therefore, their obj ective i s  to liv e ,  not learn, about the Chri stian 
life under the inspiration and guidance of such knDlvledge. Their 
conception of truth i s  that ef a vital and growing insight into spiritual 
reality in an experience that i s  ever renewing itself from within. 
The curri culum i s  inclusive and uti l i z e s  freely material from 
modern life a s  much a s  from historical Christian experience . The 
e s sential me ssage of Chri stianity i s  to inspire and give direction to 
a Christian way of life rather than to reveal it s structure . The child 
i s  at the centsr of the curriculum. The Beacon Course uses the Bible 
as an illu stration of ways of thinking and living . Hi stOF.f , literature , 
science , bi ography ,  and dis covery are also used. The end SOUGht i s  
promotion of better character . It can be noted that this latter statement 
is  som�fhat similar to Ligon ' s  approach. The controlling purpose 
i s  the promotion of the truly religious life . 
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The Martin and Judy series de scribes the �-ypes of  experience s  
that children everywhere actually have . For example, Martin and Judy 
feel nature ' s  forces, rain, snov., and wind; they see a sunset, and 
the moon on a clear. night ; they play with their shadewfs;  they hide 
in the dark; they wonder about dreaming. Through experiences such 
as the se , 3 to 6 year olds can identify themselves as Martin or 
Judy. It is  believed that through reliving these experiences a new 
dimension of meaning will be added. Children who have already been 
given a thought of God are helped to connect thi s word with some 
meaningful experiences;  and sometime s they are able to correct and 
di scard ideas of God that have been troubling them. This latter 
statement seems to be easier said than done . Do children this young 
have the ability to separate old and false ideas out and discard them? 
The Family Finds Out , text for 5 and 6 year olds,  i s  about a 
family of four who live in a typical American village. Thi s family 
explores the countryside, the world of nature,  and the world of 
social relationships .  In other words, thi s book explains the family 
to the child in his terms. These stories have a religiOUS purpose 
although the word God only appears in one of the stories. It i s  
felt that a mature religious faith needs rich childhood experience s 
to grew. from, and it i s  the se that they are seeking to provide for 
the children. God is not used for the sL�ple reason that it is believed 
that He would become a concrete thing . If such were the case, the 
child I s conception might hinder hi s growth. Hov. is  the child to 
grasp the significance of God if it is not mentioned during his younger 
year s? Can an experience be religious without having a Christian 
frame of reference? 
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The book Animal Babi e s ,  6 and 7 year olds, i s  an attempt to help 
children di scover for themselv e s  the deep basis of their relatedne s s  
t o  all living creature s .  There i s  individuality in every living 
being. Where did it come from? I s  it God'! The se que stions are not 
ansv18red. It is hoped that through the medium of the se stories that 
the children will feel the j oy and power and the miracle of b eing 
alive and to sense in these di scoveries their <wen unrelatednes s  to all 
living things .  It i s  further state s  that after thi s  a ohild may hear 
of God with j oy .  mW i s  it neces sary to wait until aft er? The 
greate st values are those that can neither b e  seen nor measured, and 
the c ombination of understanding and awe in the presence of the real 
miracle of life i s  one of the se . It i s  probably po ssible to say that 
any religious education program would be in agreement with this 
stat ement . 
J o seph, for use with 7,  8, and 9 year o ld s ,  i s  the fir st Bible 
story book in the Bea con seri e s .  Part s of the Biblical story have 
been omitted b e cause of the age group with whioh it i s  concerned. The 
author of thi s book also took the liberty of deleting from the narrative 
the particular theological interpretation given by the ancient story 
tellers who looked upon their nation and the heroes a s  e spe cially 
favored of God and chosen from among the peoples of the world to bring 
salvation. The author thought that thi s pre sented a narr<w{ concept 
of God. The author ha s also attempted to pre sent this Biblical story 
a s  a great human drarne. full of suggestions to children I s imaginative 
thought s .  C ertainly, this approach too co uld lead to the vn'ong 
interpretation of the story and of God if the child ' s  imaginative 
thought i s  hi s only guide . 
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Three books are used for the 9,  1 0 ,  1 1 ,  and 1 2  year aIds, Child 
of the Sun, Mo ses"  and Beginnings : Barth, Sky, Lifa, Death. Child of 
the Sun i s  the story of Akhenaten, a Pharaoh of Egypt, living in 
the 14th century B . C . ,  who i s  the earliest knovm great religious re former 
and democratic idealist. He initiated the worship of one God, 
�b olized by the s un ,  the giver of all life . This approach i s  used 
to answer questions such as Who is God'! What is he like? Where 
doe s  he come from? What happens t o  people when they die ?  It seems 
that they cannot be ansvrered in a Christian context using the above 
framework. Can these que stions ever be answered'! More important , 
are they que stions that are of vital concern to our faith? Is it 
neces sary to know where God came from in order to wor ship Him? With 
the emphasis upon the single per sonality of God, there i s  some 
relationship b etween the questions and the ansvrers that this book 
provide s 0 
The objectives of the study of Mose s are to appreciate the 
greatne s s  of Mo se s, to understand hovr the Hebrews developed under 
Mos e s '  leadership, to re cognize and deal with situations si..milar 
to those which Mo se s met , to develop an int elligent and di scriminating 
attitude t oward the Bible , to traoe the beginnings of some of tOday ' s  
religious oustoms and oeremonia l s ,  to have their ovm religious 
experienoe deepened and their �� ethical standards strengthened. 
Such an important empha si s upon the study of Moses would seem to 
take away from the importance of God, whether thi s is done manife stly 
or lat ently. 
B eginnings i s  made up of stories of a score of racial, national, 
and religious group s ,  and from both ancient myth s and modern science . 
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Spe culations of modern s cientists about the origins of the universe 
and the e-volution of life are also included. The child begins to 
see that there is some truth in all the myths and legends. The 
purpose of the se stories i s  to awaken the children I s curio sitie s and 
desires to know and to understand more , and to de-velop in them feeling 
of identification with any per sons they meet who have yearned to 
understand the mysterious hm.,. and why and what for of our existence 
in this wondrous cosmos.  Can thi s  approach be considered Christian? 
N o  mention i s  made of Jesus Christ ,but this fact follo'?[s from the 
theology of the Unitarian Church. 
Although no evidence of anti-semitic tendencie s  was found 
in the limited materials used in thi s paper, it is  knovm that some of 
our so-called Christian material s  conditions us for a negative attitude 
tovrard the Jews. One example i s  theuse of the crucifixion story when 
it implies that all Jews share the responsibility for the crucifixion 
of Christ . It is up to us to suggest antidote s  or attitudes that 
should be taken. The Jews should not be condemned for rej ecting 
the Messiah.42 
CONCLUSION 
What has been a ccomplished by this paper? New insights and new 
understandings about religious education and its program might be 
said to be the two most important things .  Such a paper as thi s  could 
not begin to deal with the effectiveness of the various Christian 
education programs in actual life situations .  Thi s v[ould take years 
of work on an individual basi s .  Many other factor s also had to be 
4211J ev[S ,  II The Churchman, Karch 1960, p .  13 . 
omitted : the place of the home, the weekday program of the church, 
the music and art in the education program. The se are only a fff'l{ 
of the aspects which would entail a paper in and of themselves.  
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Thi s paper can be considered a beginning . • • for more re search. 
Only through research as advocated by the Ligon Method will we come 
to know wher;e we are failing. Fir st the people in the respective churche s 
must become concerned. vlithout their interest, concern, and 
participation no amount of measurement or effectivene ss would be 
valid. It seems appropriate to close this paper with a statement 
by Erne st J .  Chave : 
One of the greatest difficultie s today is  to 
arti culate the fundamental convictions and 
experiences of religion. 43 
Only when people come to the recognition of the difficulty involved 
in carrJing out an effective program of Christian education will they 
begin to become intere sted in learning whether the approach being 
takim is  the right one, the Christian one . 
43Erne st J .  Ghave, Supervision of H.o1igious Education ( The Univer sity 
of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1931), p .  57. 
APPENDIX 
Please Note : The numbers below corre spond to re spe ctive footnotes.  
6 .  Henry F .  Cope states  that religious education i s  training 
6 2  
and instruction i n  the life o f  the larger, infinite spiritual society. 
He goe s on further to say that it is the education of a r eligious 
living in a religious social order which is part of a spiritual 
universe .44 George H. Bett s perceives of religious education as  a 
phase of education in general and one part of the total reconstruction 
of life which i s  continuously taking place . 45 
11.  Chave lists ten critical deve lopments in the area of 
religious education as follcp/{s : ( 1 ) primary need i s  a grDlVing 
faith in the spiritual re sources of our natural world; ( 2 ) recognition 
of pervasive and identifiable nature of religion; (3 ) increasing 
knmvledge of p sychological and critical methods of thought ; ( 4 ) historical 
perspe ctive is important for gaining a right appreciation of the 
meaning and values of religion ; ( 5 ) re cognition of different agencie s 
in which people may di scover and express religion and special 
function of the church must be defined as an integrating and inspiring 
fell�,ship in local, material ,  and international life; (6 ) help 
parents, teachers, and leaders be come sensitive to spiritual qualitie s ;  
( 7 )  effective educational methods must be in tune wi th gr�nng 
philo sophy ; ( 8 ) use of historical and current literature depicting 
the problems and achievements of spiritual advance ; ( 9 ) more 
44 ( • Henry F .  Cope, Religious Education E:. the Church Charles 
Soribner ' s  Sons,  New York, 1918 ) , p .  36 . 
45Ceorge H. Betts, "What Make s Education Religious? , "  Religious 
Education, April 1923 ,  18 : 84 . 
cooperative enterpri s e s  and clarification of functional goa l s ;  and 
( 10 ) liberal, progressive spirit of religious education will become 
more attractive a s  it prove s itse l f .4 6  
2 2 .  D .  Campbe l l  Wyckoff state s that the aim o f  Christian 
instruction or education i s  to nurture the Chri stian life . Nurture 
involve s Chri stian instruction, redemption of the individual, and 
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the redemption of the so ciety . He state s that his second aim i s  that 
Chri stian life may be lived and that Christian character may be built . 
There are three way s that Christian education may b e  effe ctive : in 
helping per sons to develop lives of integrity, in helping persons to 
develop lives that are socially awar e ;  and in helping per sons to live 
in full awarene ss of God. In order to be a re sponsible church leade r ,  
one must have some basic understanding o f  the nature o f  man. For 
Wyckoff there are four div i sions of a curri culum of Chri stian educati on :  
( 1 ) process of guided study ; ( 2 ) proc e s s  of fella«ffi1ip; ( 3 )  process 
of social action ; and ( 4 )  worship . The very process of b eing a 
Christian i s  a creative proce s s .47 
According t o  Weigle , the church, i f  i t  under stands its functions, 
will aim to r eveal the pos sibilitie s of life more abundantly and to 
deve lop within each individual the powers, re sour ce s and attitudes 
which enable him to share in mankind t s progr e s s  toward realization 
of possibilitie s . 48 It might be asked, "What pos sibilitie s ? "  It 
may be that Weigle i s  refering here to the realizati on of tho ultimate 
character a s  an objective . 
" 6 
• Chave , p .  1 2 9 .  
47D •  Campbell 'iyckoff, The Task of Chri stian Bducation ( The 
,Ye stminster Pre s s ,  Philadelphia, ""1955). 
48L .  A. We igle , "What the Church i s  doing for Christian Education 
and ,{hat It i s  not DOing , "  Religious Education, June 1 9 27 , 2 2 : 574 . 
For George Be-ets roligious educa"(iion must create a Chri s'bian 
social order, a social order embodying those great common values 
of basic righteousnes s  and social democracy upon which Chri stians 
are agreed and which consti tuts the foundation of all their more 
civilized hunWUl relations. The function of r eligious education 
i s  to fit the individual as  a constructive, upbuilding force into a 
present day religio- social proce s s  which that education shall help 
to define aTJd create . The obje ctives can be  defined only in terms 
of experience which society de sires for itself and so seeks to provide 
for its young .49 
25.  The follov.ing objectives proposed by Vieth were adopted 
by the International Council  of Religious Education in 193 0 .  
God-Relationship as  Objective 
I . T o  foster in grOVfing persons a consc iousne s s  of 
God as a reality in hwnan experience, and a sense 
of per sonal relationship to him. 
1 .  T o  guide gr�ving persons in the di scovery 
of God through hi s revelation of himself 
in nature, in the B ible, in Jesu s  Christ, 
and in htunan experience and achiovement; ; 
a continuous enlargemen·1; of di scovery through 
the learner ' s  changing experience and 
increasing abilit-y to apprehend . 
2 .  To guide gr�ving persons into the development 
of a growing faith in God ba sad on an increasing 
experience of conviction of the reality and 
truth of hi s being, character, and purpose . 
3 .  To guide growing per sons to re spond to the 
experience of faith in the character and 
purpose of God with such attitude s tovf8.rd 
him a s dependence,  trust, obedience , gratitude, 
and submi ssion to hi s will.  
4 .  To develop in growing persons the practice of 
communion with God through wor ship. 
5 .  To guide grmving persons in finding God 
incroasingly through service wi-th and for TIlen 
and an experience of harmony and fellowship 
with him through participation in his purpose . 
49Bett s,  p .  87(1 
6 .  T o  a s si st growing p e r sons increasingly to 
control personal and social conduct in the 
light of God ' s  r elation to the world, and 
fai th in the validity of the eternal principles 
of right and justice on which right liv ing i s  
based. 
II.  To lead growing per sons into a n  under standing and 
appre ciation of the per sonality , life, and teaching 
of Jesus Chr i st .  
1 .  T o  lead growing persons t o  di scover i n  Jesus 
Christ the highe st moral and religious 
idee. l .  
2 .  To guide gro,ving persons t o  a di scovery of 
J e sus Christ as the true revelation of God . 
3 .  To a ssist -growing persons to di scover in Jesus 
one in and through whom fullne ss of life i s  
found, and who challenges loyalty t o  hi s 
personality and work. 
Christ like Character as Obj ective 
III.  To foster i n  growing persons a progres sive and 
continuous development of Chri stlike character. 
1 .  To promote continuous gr�vth. 
2. T o  lead gr�ving per sons to an understanding 
of the nature and meaning o f  sin, and to 
an experience of reeducation and re covery from 
sin . 
3 .  To guide grmving persons in the achievement 
of per sonal religiOUS experience . 
4 .  T o  lead growing per son s t o  the discovery and 
use of the spiritual technic s  through which 
may be realized the highest religious 
adj ustment . 
6 .  To deve lop in growing per sons an increasing 
ability of self-direction and self-control 
in moral and religious situati ons .  
6 .  To lead grmving per sons into the actual 
experience of Ghri stian living . 
7 . T o  guide growing persons in the achievement 
of an articulate expres sion of a developing 
personal faith. 
8 .  To guide grovrlng persons into creative living 
and a forvrard-looking faith. 
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9 .  To guide growing persons to self-realization 
through choice of and service in vocations, on 
the basis of Christian princi ple s .  
10.  To develop in growinG persons the ability and 
dispo sition to take re sponsibility for leadership 
in Christian servi ce . 
l l .  T o  cuHivate in growinG per sons the ability and 
di sposition to follow t he guidance of spiritual 
leader s .  
The Good Society a s  Objective 
IV .  T o  develop in growing per sons the abi lity and 
disposition to partiCipate in and contribute 
constructively to the building of a social order 
embodying the ideal of the fatherhood of God 
and the b rotherhood of man. 
1 .  T o  lead growing per sons to reverence and 
respect the per sonaliti e s  of other human 
being s .  
2.  T o  guide growing persons in the interpretation 
of life in the social order in terms o f  
religious ideals . 
3 .  To develop in growinG per sons the ability 
and di sposition to parti cipate in the life 
of society under Christian ideal s .  
4 .  T o  guide grovring per sons to whole-hearted 
participation in bringing about constructive 
advancement toward the ideal of the fatherhood 
of God and the brotherhood o f  man . 
5 .  To develop in growing persons that large-group 
consciousne s s  which includes in its scope 
the entire h�n family. 
Christian Life Philo sophy as Obj e ctive 
V .  To Lead growing per sons to build a life philo sophy 
on the basis o f  a Christian in-I;erpretation of 
life and the universe. 
1 .  To guide growing persons in the interpretation 
of the universe in the light of their faith 
in the pew,er and purpose of God . 
2 .  T o  lead grewdng per sons t o  the achievement 
of a faith in the validity and ultimat e 
con servation o f  life ' s  highe st value s .  
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3 .  To develop in growing persons the abilit-,y and 
di spo sition to make a constructive contribution 
'00 the progressive realization of a church which 
expresses more and more perfectly the Christian 
concept of the will and purpose of God for the 
world. 
Race Heritage 
VII. To effect in grcwling per sons the assimi lation of the 
be st religious experience of the race, a s  e ffective 
guidance to pre sent experience . 
1 .  To lead grcwling per sons to a Imovdedge and an 
appreciation of the Bible.  
2.  To lead grovling per sons to a familiarity with 
the best Christian thought a s  a stinrulus and 
guide tcw;ard a developing faith. 
3 .  To lead grovling persons into a sympathetic 
appreciation of the best thought and ideals 
in other faiths. 
4 . To lead grcwling persons to an acquaintance with 
and appreciation of religiOUS culture a s  
recorded in the fine art s .50 
29. Horne developed the eight principles  of social reform 
given by Je sus a s  follows : 
( 1 )  God i s  the heavenly leather of all  men, though 
some men live as prodigals and not a s sons 
in the Father ' s  house.  This is the first and 
ba sic principle of all . 
( 2 )  God being the common Father of all,  men themselves 
are natural brothers, though some do not a ckncw;ledge 
the relationship.  Where the divine Paternity and 
consequent human brotherhood are recognized, we 
have a spiritual brotherhood on e8.rth, a s a foretaste 
of heaven. 
( 3 )  The sons of God should love God as Father and men 
as  brothers,  erecting no barriers of  hate or 
prejudice wi thin the human family . Christianity 
and morality are inseparable . 
(4 ) Men as  sons of God, reflecting hO'lfever poorly 
11i s image, have immortal spirit s of infinite 
worth. The individual soul ou'bweighs the world 
in value . 
50Vieth, !1:.. cit. 
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(5 ) Personality i s  to be respected as having supreme 
worth. Progress  COInes through the influence of 
Vlorthful persons upon persons .  Re spect for 
personality begets self-respect . Jesus entru sted 
the cause of the Kingdom to persons,  
, ( 6 )  Progress come s by  growth, as the leaven, a s  mustard 
seed, as the full corn in the ear . 
( 7 )  Life should be viewed as  an achiev ement for God, 
not meaningle ss,  not haphazard, not an affair 
of either chance or ne ce s sity . Talents are given 
for use . 
( 8 ) The ideal of human life i s  nothing less  than 
divine perfection. By loving their enemie s  and 
praying for their persecutors, by aiding the 
evil and the good, men are to be cwae like God . 
Ye shall be perfect . 51 
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